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Editorial

Cornelius Castoriadis, philosopher, political thinker, and
psychoanalyst, died on December 26, 1997, in Paris at age 75
from complications following heart surgery. Castoriadis is one
of the most remarkable Greek diaspora intellectuals of the
twentieth century and one of the few whose work became known
around the world. His family moved to Greece from Constan-
tinople soon after he was born there in 1922. In Athens, he
joined the youth organization of the Communist Party of Greece,
but became disaffected and joined a Trotskyist group. He re-
mained active politically throughout the occupation and left
Greece for France in 1945 during the post-liberation period of
"white terror." In 1948, he broke his ties with the Trotskyist
"Fourth International" and created a group of independent rad-
ical intellectuals, which produced the journal Socialism ou
Barbarie. It was the beginning of an intellectually rigorous and
insightful critique of both capitalist and socialist social sys-
tems. In 1968, a year after the journal disbanded, Castoriadis
played an important part in developing the ideas that inspired
the student uprising in Paris that year. In 1979, he became a
professor at the Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales
in Paris and continued to write, always in an independent vein,
developing trenchant critiques of the dominant intellectual fads
and orthodoxies. In his more recent writings, Castoriadis focused
especially on the significance of imagination and the connection
of philosophy to politics, an area in which he believed society
could intervene and alter its own institutions and make them
more autonomous and democratic.

Castoriadis's last visit in the United States was in the
spring of 1996. In one of several lectures he delivered during
that visit, he analyzed his views about how society could and
should act autonomously to transform the institutional context
through which it is governed. A large part of his lecture was
devoted to ancient Greece, which he studied closely, but he
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made sure he included insightful and often humorous re-
marks about the contemporary political situation in Greece.
Even though he struggled with universal social and theoretical
issues and addressed a global audience, Castoriadis retained
his "Greekness" by following Greek politics and spending time
in Greece in the summer. He was, indeed, a foremost Greek
diaspora intellectual. Aside from turning to the article on
Castoriadis in this issue, readers interested in his work should
visit a web page devoted to his work: http://aleph.lib.ohio-state.
edu/-bcase/castoriadis.

THE EDITORS
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ESSAYS



The Radical Instituting Power
and Democratic Theory

by ANDREAS KALYVAS*

At the center of Castoriadis's political thought lies his steady
and uninterrupted effort to elucidate the practice of autonomy
and to reconstruct the radical content of democratic politics. In-
deed, from his very early writings in Socialisme ou Barbarie 1 to
the numerous books that followed his "rediscovery" of the
imaginary and especially since the publication of his magnum
opus, The Imaginary Institution of Society2, one of his main pre-
occupations was to explore the possibility of renewing demo-
cratic theory in the light of the crisis of Marxism and of the
limits of inherited thought.

His incisive and pathbreaking criticism of structuralism and
functionalism should be read in this context. More than a mere
academic exercise, it had a clear political meaning 8. By discredit-
ing and rejecting their reductionist and rationalistic assumptions,
Castoriadis made it possible to think anew alterity, creation, and
otherness. He sought to replace causality and determinacy so
common in the topographical metaphors of "instances," "struc-
tures," and "superstructures" with the subversive and creative
power of collective subjects who are capable of questioning and
shattering instituted structures of domination and of struggling
for the instauration of new political, legal, and institutional
orders. This makes Castoriadis a philosopher of change and

*I would like to thank David Ames Curtis for his helpful comments
and suggestions.

ANDREAS KALYVAS is a graduate student at Columbia University com-
pleting his dissertation on the political thought of Weben, Schmitt,
Arendt, and Castoriadis.
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creation. Indeed, the singularity of his political thought consists
in his having illuminated the source of form-giving action, polit-
ical transformation, and new beginnings.' To this end he has
formulated the seminal concept of the instituting power of the
radical social imaginary, which refers to the creative potential
of the multitude.'

As central and crucial as this concept is for the redefinition
of democracy, so too is its complexity and obscurity. It has been
the cause of considerable puzzlement and many controversies.
On numerous occasions, Castoriadis himself has acknowledged
this problem. "Such recognition" he wrote, "is without doubt,
extremely difficult,"° and sometimes can be even "shocking," 7

"unacceptable, if not absurd"' because it "depart{s} from settled
habits of thoughts."' It is therefore important for us to under-
take a clarification of this concept.' Section One focuses ex-
clusively on the radical social imaginary. Section Two examines
and confronts two well-known critiques, by Jurgen Habermas"
and Agnes Heller." A considered rejection of these changes
provides the point of entry to Section Three. Using the notion
of the social imaginary, which I consider remarkable in its orig-
inality and its ramifications for democratic theory, I briefly re-
frame key issues and debates that have been at the heart of
recent democratic theory.

I.

Society, Castoriadis argued, is the totality of its institutions.
This institutional ensemble, what he calls the instituted society,
is not functional, purely procedural, or totally instrumental. It
embodies particular social imaginary significations, a "magna"
of substantive meanings, values, norms, and collective representa-
tions that account for the unity and identity of each society, for
its unique eidos. 13 The originality of Castoriadis's political
thought, however, cannot be accounted for by this definition of
society. Rather, its distinctive character emerges from his effort
to understand and elucidate the self-alteration of society. "What
is it" Castoriadis asked, "that brings about other and new forms
of Society ?" 14 What is the origin of changes and modifications?
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How is one magna of social imaginary significations replaced
by another one ? The origin of the instituted society, he replied,
is the instituting society, which corresponds to the creative form-
giving power of the radical social imaginary. Rather than looking
for a philosophy of history that would have located the source
of creation either in a primordial, first cause or in an extra-
social force, like, for example, some historical laws or economic
imperatives or in an omnipotent collective, homogeneous macro-
subject inherent to the traditional elaborations of popular sover-
eignty, Castoriadis sought to illuminate the "unmotivated" and
"unintended" origin of the instituted society, which is irreducible
to any prior laws or actor.

Steering between determinism and voluntarism, structures
and agency, Castoriadis deployed a unique theoretical scheme
and novel conceptual tools. Institutions and the social significa-
tions they embody are not the conscious, intended design of an
individual or of a group of individuals. They are instead, the
creation of society as such. "Society," Castoriadis argued, "is
self-creation deployed in history,"" and therefore it should be
recognized as the only source of itself. Building on this insight,
he redefined autonomy as the lucid and explicit self-institution
of society. It is this provocative argument, however, that has
caused the most questioning and is at the origin of many dis-
torted and misleading readings of Castoriadis's theory. What
does it mean to say that society institutes itself or that society
is the source of itself ? Is not Castoriadis personifying the social
in the form of macro-subject and adopting a naive anthropo-
morphic argument? Is he not contradicting his previous claim
about the unmotivated origin of society by asserting now that
historical creation is "the work of a social imaginary, of the in-
stituting society" ?"

Before confronting these questions, it is important that we
attempt a clarification of the concept of the radical social imag-
inary. I consider it helpful to begin by drawing some parallels
with two related but more accepted formulations. It is in the
tradition of the Scottish Enlightenment and especially in the
work of Adam Ferguson that one can find a first modern at-
tempt, although in an elementary and crude manner, to con-
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ceptualize and elucidate the instituting power of society. Despite
the fact that Castoriadis himself never undertook such a com-
parison and that his concept was influenced by his critical en-
counter with the works of Kant, Marx, and Freud, the similarities
with Ferguson are striking. Speculating on the sources of historic-
al creation and social change, Ferguson, distancing himself from
social contract theories, advanced an extremely unusual claim
according to which "like the winds, that come we know not
whence, and blow withersoever they list, the forms of society
are derived from an obscure and distant origin.' The totality of
social institutions, he famously concluded, "are indeed the re-
sult of human action, but not the execution of any human de-
sign.' By directly attacking the "traditional histories of ancient
legislators, and founders of states" for which society would be
the result of "their supposed plans . . . an effect of [their] de-
sign,"" Ferguson rejected the underlying theoretical paradigm
of causality that explains phenomena as the conscious effect of
purposive action. Usually representing society as a rational, self-
transparent actor, it reduces history to the mechanics of pro-
duction."

To take this comparison even further, Castoriadis's concept
of the instituting power of society shares certain affinities with
Friedrich Hayek's idea of the "sportaneous order."" It is not my
purpose here to shock the reader by establishing links between
two totally opposed thinkers, given that Castoriadis himself has
furiously attacked Hayek's political ideas, rather it is to exemplify
the idea of the instituting society as a form of radical power
that generates social institutions without invoking a legislator.
According to Hayek, a social order is not created by a deliberate
plan but emerges whenever human beings interact to form re-
lations of mutual adjustment, reciprocity, and exchange. These
relations spontaneously coalesce at certain focal points, giving
rise to relatively stable norms of predictability, regularity, and
generality. These norms neither aim at a higher, ultimate goal
nor reflect a deeper meaning or reality. As the consequence of
an impersonal process, they "are not intended or foreseen, and
depend on a multitude of circumstances not known in their
totality to anybody."'
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Likewise, Castoriadis viewed society as the "spontaneous
creation of a human collective," 23 located in the unmotivated
"creative capacity of the anonymous collective" that "is realized
each time humans are assembled" 24 and achieved "through the
pursuit of an undetermined number of particular ends." 25 Society,
Castoriadis forcefully proclaimed, "is intented as such by no-
body."° As in the case of Hayek's "sportaneous order," the
notion of the radical social imaginary conceptualizes social self-
alteration as interactive and relational. There is no creation
without a series of aims, intentions, and objectives. But this
does not mean that it results from the choice or decision of an
individual or a group. New social imaginary significations emerge
from a multiplicity of undefined relations and interactions, of
ceaseless struggles and confrontations, and of endless tactics and
motives, which, attracting and colliding with one another, become
connected, gradually giving rise to unpredictable and unforseen
material and symbolic bases of support. Thus, they form new
meanings, values, habits, and norms. Indeed, one may safely
conclude that the instituting power of society is constituted partly
by the action of individuals and groups and partly defined by
their infinite, indeterminate interrelations, in such a way that
neither can a particular will not the will of society as a whole
pretend to represent or monopolize it.

Take the example of language. While it is a human creation,
it cannot be traced to a person or a group of persons. Its struc-
ture is perfectly clear, its aims decipherable, and yet it is the
case no one is there to have desired and invented this particular
language or even to have followed its gradual crystallization.
Language is the uplanned creation of the subterranean instituting
power of the near-anonymous, unspoken, unseen intersections
among strategies, relations, and acts. Likewise, political institu-
tions, cultural practices, customs, values, meanings, and social
norms are all the result of this endless creative flow of the
radical social imaginary.

The concept of the instituting power of the radical social
imaginary, therefore, directly challenges the fiction of social
transparency, collective voluntarism, and global creation. 27 The
original creative power of society is impersonal and cannot be
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located at a specific instance of society. Furthermore, it cannot
be fully absorbed by instituted society or its explicit mechanisms
of political power. Nor can any political entity appropriate for
itself all the creative potential of the radical imaginary. Hence
its name the ground-power of the Collective Anonymous 28 The
opacity and impersonality of the social imposes strong ontological
limits of explicit power, making all aspirations to rational mastery
and social engineering precarious and partial. These impenetrable
limitations undermine the omnipotent drive for a total reorganiza-
tion of society. The psychoanalytical content of Castoriadis's
theory here informs and shapes his understanding of the radical
social imaginary. The everlasting presence of the radical imagina-
tion can never be fully eradicated or mastered. Castoriadis has
time and again emphasized the unthematized and inexorable
presence of an "outside" that restricts and frames the instituting
power. This recognition of the opacity of the social—the imagi-
nary character of collective representation—establishes a perma-
nent gap between the signifier and the signified. No collective
subject "has any need to 'represent to itself' the totality of the
institution of society or the significations that it carries, nor
indeed could do so."'

Here, however, the similarities between Hayek and Casto-
riadis end." Where the first glorifies reality as it is, endorsing
fatalism and resignation, the political program of the second re-
mains firmly rooted in the emancipatory tradition of the En-
lightenment. The inexorable persistence of an imaginary layer
conditions but does not undermine the democratic struggle to
create an autonomous society. Although some central, "first-
order" institutions, like language, religion, sexuality, habits, and
customs probably cannot directly be modified or eradicated by
human decisions without raising the totalitarian specter of total
mastery, there are other first- and second-order institutions that
are susceptible and open to the will, desires, and aspirations of
individuals.31 Law, family, education, the economy, the state,
just to mention a few of them, are directly dependent on the
creative power of explicit human, collective intervention. Here
one can locate the distinctive and central insight that informs
Castoriadis's political thought. For this intervention to be ef-
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fective, a prior condition must be fulfilled. Collectivities must
appropriate a segment of the instituting power of the radical
social imaginary in order to create, within the above-mentioned
limits, their own institutions, norms, and values. This appropri-
ation designates the specificity and superiority of politics.

Politics, therefore, is defined as the explicit and reflective
struggle among competing collective entities over the appropri-
ation of greater amounts of the creative form-giving power of
society to consciously intervene in those domains of social life
that are open to deliberate modifications and to the institution
of their particular values and goals. From the moment organized
groups explicitly and lucidly attempt to change the instituted
social and symbolic structures in order to instaurate "a new mode
of instituting and a new relation of society and of individuals
to the institution," the experience of politics is born." Thus,
politics as a reflective mode of being that transforms social
existence and modifies a segment of the instituted reality re-
quires the transition from the Collective Anonymous to collective
action. The remaining part of the social and symbolic reality will
follow a different pattern of evolution: gradual, slow, mostly
unperceived, unplanned, and implicit.

According to Castoriadis this "self-transformation of society
concerns social doing—and so also politics, in the profound
sense of the term—the doing of men and women in society,
and nothing else. Of this, thoughtful doing, and political think-
ing—society's thinking as making itself—is one essential corn-
ponent."" A qualification needs to be added here, however. Al-
though Castoriadis tended to conflate politics with democracy,
these are two different concepts. In fact, it is possible for politics
to have an antidemocratic content. For example, a group or an
alliance of groups that acquires the monopoly of legitimate
significations may decide to instaurate a political and legal order
that privileges only a minority by establishing hierarchical rela-
tions of domination and exploitation. In this case, the creation
of new institutions, representations, and meanings as the result
of conscious and explicit human intervention is indeed a man-
ifestation of an autonomous activity, even though it directly aims
at the instauration of heteronomous social structures.
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By contrast, democracy is that regime in which all the citi-
zens participate in the creation of those institutions and norms
that most facilitate their individual autonomy and their effective
participation in all forms of explicit power. An autonomous
society is the one that consciously appropriates a segment of the
instituting power of the radical imaginary to create those in-
stitutions and significations and to establish those laws and prac-
tices that will protect and enhance collective as well as individual
self-determination. According to this redefinition of democracy,
as society proceeds to articulate and to constitute itself as an
expanding subjectivity organized around central social significa-
tions, the project of political autonomy gradually acquires a sub-
stantive content. A democratic society materializes in its laws
and institutions the following political imperative: "Create the
institutions that, by being internalized by individuals, most faci-
litate their accession to their individual autonomy and their ef-
fective participation in all forms of explicit power existing in
society."

Now, the possibility of a self-instituting society, its ac-
cumulation of greater amounts of the ground-power of the
social imaginary and thus its self-affirmation of its value-produc-
ing potentialities, is inherently related to its capacity to act
collectively. Only through collective action can society see itself
as what it is—a self-instituting society, knowing and asserting
its power as a self-producing subjectivity. Democracy is precisely
that regime that endows an expansive collectivity with increasing
creative power.

IL

It is exactly this alleged demiurgical and voluntaristic ele-
ment in Castoriadis's theory of political autonomy that has
attracted the most vehement attacks. Is not Castoriadis resurrect-
ing a Rousseauian-Jacobin theory of popular sovereignty that
presupposes substantive homogeneity and strong identifications?
Does he imply that only when a political body is transformed
into a perfectly single person, self-transparent and omnipotent,
can the otherwise dispersed instituting power be gathered and
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mastered by the community? Habermas exemplifies this criticism
by arguing that Castoriadis replaces the self-instituting subject
with the self-instituting society and thus "has to support the
world-disclosing productivity of language on an absolute ego- and
return in fact to speculate philosophy of consciousness"; this re-
placement consequently "fits with the personification of society
as a poetic demiurge that releases ever new world-types from
itself."

Although this line of critique finds grounds in Castoriadis's
ambivalent attitude toward issues of plurality, differentiation,
and multiple power-positions, it fails to appreciate the con-
stituting dimension of political autonomy. This dimension pre-
supposes neither a homogeneous social subject nor the notion
of popular sovereignty. On the contrary, as I will argue, auton-
omy as the self-institution of society implies the creation of new
political identities through successive displacements and re-artic-
ulations among particular collective entities. 38 The primary ob-
jective of an autonomous program is the construction of a col-
lective, democratic will. To the existence of plural values and
interests Castoriadis proposed "the creation of a public space .. .
[of) a political domain . . . which belongs to all"7 as a neces-
sary precondition for the forging of common identity. "No
phantasm of 'homogeneity' here," he claimed. The "articulation
of the citizen body within a political perspective is created and
superimposed on the `prepolitical' articulations without crushing
them.""

Now we can give a first answer to Habermas's critique. By
bringing together, on common grounds, a multitude of subject-
positions, the project of political autonomy entails the struggle
for the formation of a collective subjectivity, capable of bridging
the differences among plural imaginary significations, embodied
in divergent collective agents and incarnated in distinct political
programs, thus enabling it to conceive and to posit common ends
democratically. This social subject does not need to be sub-
stantively articulated. Its different elements must simply compose
a "shared ground," one organized around central symbolic re-
presentations and meanings. Only such an "artificial" collective
agency can participate directly in the ground-power of the social
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imaginary because it "is the one which made itself capable of
recognizing and accepting this very multiplicity of human worlds,
thereby breaking as far as possible the closure of its own
world."39

Additionally, this effort to construct a democratic body
challenges the ideological mystifications and social fragmentation
imposed by the rule of capital and the logic of market competi-
tion. What Habermas fails to understand is that the fabrication
of a political subject is one of those institutions that are that
by means of which and on the basis of which dispersed identities
are displaced and re-articulated to form a social actor, one
"capable of participating in social doing and representing/say-
ing, and capable of representing, acting, thinking in a compat-
ible, coherent, convergent manner."

Two points are worth emphasizing here. First, Castoriadis
alludes to a conflictual model of politics, according to which
the central social imaginary significations that establish the eidos
of a particular society do not emanate from a single act, an
absolute, final decision. They are seen as the unintended histori-
cal effect of political conflicts and social struggles. Rather than
"be thought of on the basis of an alleged relation to a 'subject'
which would 'carry' them or 'intend' them,"" these social-histori-
cal creations, democratic identity being one of them, are the
unmotivated by-product of antagonistic interactions that under
certain conditions can coalesce into a deliberate and lucid project.
This is the project of political autonomy. It is not a static mani-
festation of the will of an omnipotent and omnipresent sovereign
people. It is "a struggle over the institutions, a struggle aimed
at the changing of these institutions... [a] struggle that brings
about an extraordinary change in institutions."'

Second, the political construction of a democratic will re-
quires extended practices of public dialogue and open delibera-
tion among citizens regarding the appropriate institutions and
laws of their community, the alteration of the instituted norms
and values, and the positing of new ones according to the com-
mon ends that the community each time posits for itself. The
explicit self-institution of society presupposes the moment of
rational, discurcive will-formation. Here, and here only, reason
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accompanies the act of the self-institution of society and entails
a set of public procedures and mechanisms where reasons are
given and debated,' criticized and challenged, according to "the
possibility—and actuality—of free speech, free thinking, free
examination, and questioning without restraint." Democratic will
formation cannot but be generated in an institutionalized public
space where a "continuous open and public discussion and crit-
icism" "pertains to everything in society that is participable and
shareable"" and involves the effective participation of all indi-
viduals in the existing forms of explicit power.'

Though the concept of the radical social imaginary dispenses
with the fiction of a collective, intrasubjective actor, it appears,
according to Agnes Heller, that if democracy is tantamount to
the absolute right of the majority (the demos), as Castoriadis
mostly asserts, autonomy is social, yet not individual autonomy.
Moreover, it is problematic even in its capacity of social auto-
nomy, since the autonomy of the minority is not warranted by
such democracy. Obviously Castoriadis takes it for granted that
unfettered radical imagination results in the constant re-institu-
tionalization of the ever-changing wish and will of a majority
(demos) .47 Heller's critique focuses on the elements of arbi-
trariness, decisionism, and authoritarianism that seem to be in-
herent in this concept. As the instituting power is appropriated
by the collective entities who become the exclusive creators of
their world, the ones that have a radical and untransferable
responsibility towards it, the issue of bounds and limitations is
raised. In other words, if democracy is the self-affirmation of
the form-giving, instituting power of society, bound neither by
the objective necessity of history nor by structural economic
limits, then political action, divorced from reason and morality,
appears dangerously arbitrary.

If Heller is correct, though Castoriadis would have avoided
the traps of the philosophy of the subject and the ensuing fictions
of homogeneity and transparency, he would still be facing a more
pressing problem. Does his notion of the collective anonymous
transgress limitations, boundaries, "rights," and institutional
guarantees ? Is the meaning-creating power of the anonymous
collective left unrestrained? Are political decisions totally severed
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from ethical, legal, or institutional constraints? This criticism is
based on a selective and distorted reading. By isolating certain
passages from their context and inflating their significance, Hel-
ler constructs her point on frail and insecure grounds. It is true
that some of Castoriadis's assertions are open to such misinterpre-
tations—for example, the one that "this self-instituting activity
does not take into account and does not recognize any limit
Nothing can escape its interrogation, nothing, in and of itself,
stands outside its province' or the one that politics is funda-
mentally distinct from morality and that therefore the decision
of the political community cannot be determined by extra-social
norms, since they would deny its creative, unbounded self-in-
stituting power."

Heller is missing Castoriadis's point, however. Rather than
providing an apology for the "tyranny of the majority," Casto-
riadis described what he considered to be the tragic dimension
of democracy. By suggesting that the most minimal ties between
politics and morality have been destroyed and, consequently, that
political autonomy, conceptualized in abstract and formal terms,
can take on any conceivable content, Castoriadis openly con-
fronted the inescapable, dangerous potentiality of democratic
politics: its lack of objective guarantees: "Democracy lives within
the problem of its self-limitation, and nothing can 'resolve' this
problem in advance. One cannot draw up a constitution that
would prevent, for example, 67 percent of the individuals from
one day making the 'democratic' decision to deprive the other
33 percent of their rights. Imprescriptible rights of individuals
can be written into the constitution; one cannot inscribe within
it a clause that absolutely forbids any revision of the constitution
—and were one to do so, this provision would sooner or later
prove impotent."5°

This extreme formulation, which falls far short of an endorse-
ment of democratic authoritarianism, represents a genuine at-
tempt to confront the imperfections of self-determination. Only
by acknowledging this major problem can one start to explore
forms of self-limitation that constrain, normatively and onto-
logically, the instituting power of the social imaginary. This
is what Castoriadis had sought to do all along.
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As noted above, Castoriadis located the creative power of
the collectivity within a procedural framework of discursive
will-formation oriented toward public deliberation and critical
open contestation. Thus, he brought together will and reason.
Additionally, and most importantly, he never dispensed with in-
dividual autonomy, its "private" space, and the resistance of the
psyche. They all form a boundary, an ineradicable "outside," that
subverts the omnipresence of politics. As I have tried to show
elsewhere, Castoriadis's framework provides the normative re-
sources for the protection of "private freedoms." 51 There are
institutional limitations on the decisions that a political com-
munity can reach, due to the fact that "the explicit self-institu-
tion of society will always encounter th[osle bounds ... [that]
the nature of the psyche imposes upon the modes and the con-
tent of its socialization.'" 52 Castoriadis time and again has
argued that "it is also necessary ... to ensure for them [i.e., all
individuals] the greatest possible sphere of autonomous individ-
ual life ... we can evidently, on the basis of the project of au-
tonomy, justify (found, if you prefer) 'human rights' and much
more if you like.""

Finally, and from a more general and abstract point of
view, the positing action of the collectivity, the affirmation of
its instituting power can neither transgress external "historical-
cultural" constraints imposed by the successive layers of tradi-
tion, past experiences, and collective memory—residues of earlier
social imaginary significations—nor transcend its immanent pre-
suppositions of coherence, completeness, and intrinsic consis-
tency." The creations of the anonymous collective, Castoriadis
has repeatedly emphasized, are ex nihilo, not cum nihilo. The
form-investing action of social subjectivity "takes place," he
stressed: "upon, in, and through the already instituted. This
conditions it and limits it, but does not determine it."55 It forms
the background upon which a new institution of the social has
to lean and which it thus has to respect. To take this argument
one step further, it is my contention that the instituting power
of the radical social imaginary faces an additional limitation:
the existence of multiple, sometimes antagonistic social significa-
tions that account for the fact of pluralism. Although it can-
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not be denied that they can intersect, overlap, and fuse, neither
can it be forgotten that they form distinct and even conflict-
ing relationships, themselves constitutive of a dynamic and
precarious magmatic constellation. Political agents struggle and
act always within the horizons of a plural and heterogeneous
universe. It delimits a context and delineates the available
terrain for the creation of a common project.

Castoriadis's concept of the instituting power of the social
imaginary as the source of alterity and genuine change has
major ramifications for contemporary democratic theory. By
conceptualizing and appreciating, more incisively than any other
thinker in our time, the political importance of this indeter-
minate surging forth of new meanings, institutions, representa-
tions, and laws from the creative potential of the collective
anonymous, he has made some timely, though overlooked, con-
tributions to contemporary political thought. Already one re-
alizes that the terrain here is vast. The limits of the present
discussion do not afford me but a series of broadly sketched
propositions, which need careful elaboration elsewhere.

To begin with, the idea of social imaginary provided
Castoriadis with the necessary theoretical and normative re-
sources for a fresh reconstruction of the idea of democracy. He
developed a conception of political autonomy free of the essen-
tialistic connotations of traditional formulations. Given its
neutralization in the individualistic and formal liberal ideal of
"moral autonomy" and its deconstruction by postmodernism,
Castoriadis's project today represents one of the most promis-
ing efforts to reinscribe autonomy within contemporary dem-
ocratic discourses. Autonomy, defined as the lucid and explicit
self-institution of society, puts at the foreground of radical
politics the reflective struggle of organized entities to appropri-
ate greater amounts of the instituting social imaginary ground-
power, with a view toward transforming the instituted, capitalist
relations of domination and inequality.
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Second, from this radical reconceptualization of democracy,
Castoriadis attacked the proceduralistic approaches adopted by
the main currents of contemporary political thought. He pro-
posed, instead, a substantive model of participatory democracy
aimed at "the realization of those institutions that favor and
allow for human autonomy." 55 Rejecting the formalism and
abstractness of Kantian autonomy, Castoriadis argued that "we
will the autonomy of society—as well as of individuals—both
for itself and in order to be able to make/do things."" There
is a particular telos, he claimed, distinctive to any democratic
society. This is the "fabrication" of autonomous individuals,
ones capable of making an effective use of their freedom. Thus,
to see procedures as neutral is to fall victim to liberal myths.
Procedures are inherently related to the aims and projects of
a political community. They are segments of its central social
significations, "instituted not as mere 'means' but as a moment
in the embodiment and facilitation of the processes that brought
that regime into being." 55 Thus, Castoriadis has uncovered the
broader field of social imaginary significations within which
rules, forms, and processes acquire their specific meaning. In-
stitutions do not exist in a vacuum. They are social-historical
creations, always already immersed in pre-given values and
determinations, embodying the predominant, hegemonic goals
of their society.

Castoriadis did not dismiss procedures in general, however. 59

He rejected the liberal arguments of neutrality and 'impar-
tiality that aspire to hide their substantive objectives under a
veil of formalism and legality." It is a mistake, therefore, to
interpret this position as a total denial of procedures. His de-
fense of a substantive democratic model helps to expose the
impasses of recent liberal efforts to empty, weaken, and neu-
tralize democracy, separating it from its egalitarian and par-
ticipatory content. This intervention extends and enriches the
old debate between democratic legitimacy and liberal legality,
while at the same time cutting across the sterile and now stag-
nant liberal-communitarian divide.

Indeed, Castoriadis's critique of liberal proceduralism did
not ally him with the "neo-Aristotelian" camp. He was more
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than suspicious of any attempt to derive the common good from
'the facticity of tradition. On many different occasions he
criticized the use of tradition as a normative-critical principle.
To accept "that what tradition or society produces 'spontaneous-
ly' is good or the least bad thing," he argued in one of his last
essays, "leads to total historical nihilism?" 81 The ensuing con-
servative consequences of communitarianism, Castoriadis rightly
emphasized, are coupled with an "ethicalization" of politics that
amounts to nothing more than an "ethical rejection of politics
and the turn toward the private man."' Although he considered
the existence of shared, substantive values as a necessary pre-
condition for democratic politics, he was careful to avoid the
traps of communitarianism. Instead of essentializing and natu-
ralizing communal values and common goods, a strategy that
leads to group particularism and homogeneity, he advanced a
provocative thesis about the political creation of a shared, public
ethos. As with the case of democratic will-formation, "the ques-
tion of the common good belongs to the domain of the social-
historical making/doing gaire],"" and is integrally related to
the struggles and project of concrete social agents.

These rather hasty remarks conclude my investigation of
the concept of the radical social imaginary and its implications
for democratic theory. In the light of these observations, I hope
to have established the terms of the articulation between genuine
form-giving activity of the multitude and democratic strategies
of power. At least one sure conclusion may be advanced at this
time, namely that this concept has permitted Castoriadis to re-
trieve the emancipatory content of modernity that gave birth
once again to the democratic experience. Thus, his work con-
stitutes a promising focal point for the revitalization of a dem-
ocratic theory with a radical content." His elaboration of a sub-
stantive theory of radical democracy is based on the seminal
concept of the instituting ground-power of the social imaginary
and on the creative capacity of society to institute itself. As I
have tried to show, this theory was successful in avoiding the
apologetic formulations of neutrality and proceduralism so com-
mon in recent liberal theories as well as the anachronistic and
exclusionary fiction of a homogeneous, self-transparent political
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community, so hostile to pluralism and otherness, as in the case
of communitarianism.
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U.S. Foreign Policy Toward Cyprus:
Is the "Theory of Continuity"
Still Relevant?

by PHILIPPOS K. SAVVIDES*

Introduction

The eastern Mediterranean has always been an area of
uncertainty due to different regional hostilities such as the
Arab-Israeli and Greek-Turkish conflicts. As an extension of
the Middle East and of Southeastern Europe, the eastern Med-
iterranean is inevitably affected by developments in these re-
gions. The 1973 Arab-Israeli war and the 1974 Turkish in-
vasion of Cyprus demonstrate its fragility.

Since 1974, the uncertain situation on Cyprus has been a
constant threat to the stability of the area, thus threatening
perceived United States (U.S.) political and military interests
in the region. Subsequent U.S. governments have, since the
early 1960s, been actively involved in the developments on
Cyprus. The strategic position of the island at the crossroads

*Earlier versions of this paper were presented at the International
Studies Association Convention (March 18-22, 1997) and at the
Middle East Studies Association Conference (November 21-24,
1996). I would like to thank the following for their helpful °am-
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Alexander Kitroeff, Howard Lehman, Jennifer Mann, Doug McGee,
Adamantia Pollis, Adrienne Stafford, Nikos Zahariadis and the JHD's
anonymous reviewer. All omissions and mistakes are, of course, mine
alone.

PHILIPPOS K. SAVVMES is Ph.D. candidate at the Department of
Political Science of the University of Utah.
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between East and West is one of the reasons for U.S. interest
in the island. Furthermore, the U.S., since the collapse of
the First Cypriot Republic in 1963, has been pursuing solutions
to the Cyprus conflict in a fashion that serves its interests in
the eastern Mediterranean.

Recent events on Cyprus and the Aegean archipelago'
demonstrated that the fragile situation on Cyprus could erupt
into a military confrontation between Cyprus, Greece, and
Turkey. Such a development would jeopardize the uneasy re-
gional stability and threaten NATO's ability to maintain the
stability of the area.

My aim in this paper is to explain the U.S. policies to-
ward Cyprus in the 1960s and in the post-Turkish invasion of
the 1974 period, focusing on U.S. efforts to resolve the Cyprus
problem in 1964, with the mediation of Dean Acheson, and
in 1977, with the mission to Cyprus of Clark Clifford. I argue
that there is a continuity in U.S. foreign policy toward Cyprus,2

and that the fundamental principles that dictated the U.S.
initiatives in the 1960s have remained relatively the same since
the Turkish invasion of 1974. The underlying aim of these
initiatives has been the implementation of a solution that elim-
inates the danger for a military confrontation between Greece
and Turkey, and thus eliminating the threat of destruction of
the southeastern flank of NATO, through a form of division
of the island based on ethnic lines. I also argue that U.S. for-
eign policy toward Cyprus has been influenced by the prevail-
ing world view of the U.S., constructed by the parameters of
the Cold War, which developed the perception of the Soviet
Union as an enemy and of Cyprus's proxy/affiliated with the
enemy image.

The fact that there is a continuity in U.S. policy toward
Cyprus illustrates a bigger theoretical point; namely, that even
though realism as a theoretical paradigm is not sufficient to
explain relations among core states, it can help explain core
states' approaches toward the periphery. Core states see regional
developments through a realistic prism and formulate their
policies accordingly. This is especially evident on what I call
"low issues," that is, issues that are secondary for a core state.
Similarly, the prevailing world view of the core shapes its
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policies toward the periphery. The slow adaptation to change
and the lingering effects of prevailing images do not allow for
dramatic changes of policies, particularly regarding "low issues."

The study is divided into two main parts. The first part
presents the analytical context of the study. In the second part,
discussing the U.S. initiatives, I ask the following questions:
(a) What were the interests of the U.S. in the eastern Med-
iterranean? (b) What were the initiating factors for the U.S.
actions in Cyprus? (c) How were the U.S. goals served by
the proposals advanced for resolution of the conflict? (d) How
did the U.S. prevailing world view and prevailing images of
the Soviet Union and Cyprus affect its policies and strategies
toward the Cypriot state? Then, I assess the "theory" of con-
tinuity and analyze its relevance since the end of the Cold
War. The fact that both initiatives I discuss here took place
and were dictated by the exigencies of the Cold War present
a challenge to the "theory."

I. The Analytical Context

The end of the Cold War has challenged basic neorealistic
assumptions about state behavior and interstate relations . 3 As
James 'Goldgeier and Michael McFaul argue:

In the core, economic interdependence, political de-
mocracy, and nuclear weapons lessen the security di-
lemma; the major powers have no pressures for ex-
pansion ... In the periphery, however, absolute deter-
rents that might induce caution do not exist. A variety
of political systems ranging from democracies to mon-
archies coexist side by side, and interdependence be-
tween peripheral states is subordinate to dependence
on core states.... Under these conditions ... struc-
tural realism is inadequate to explain the behavior
of states in the core but is relevant for understanding
regional security systems in the periphery.'

I would further argue that even though realism is inadequate
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in explaining the emerging relationships in the core, it is
relevant in explaining not only the relationships in the periph-
ery, but also the relationships between the core and the pe-
riphery. The core states would intervene in a regional conflict
when their vital interests are threatened or their influence is
diminishing. As Goldgeier and McFaul suggest: "... core state
military engagement in the periphery will be determined by vital
interests such as access to oil and strategic mineral supplies
and to a lesser extent by special interests of domestic con-
stituents." 5 I would argue that the case of Cyprus and of the
Greek-Turkish dispute illustrates the points made, for the U.S.
considers NATO's cohesiveness and survival, and U.S. presence
in the eastern Mediterranean as a "vital interest," not only for
strategic but also for economic reasons. Failure of the U.S. to
succeed as a catalyst in regional conflicts could jeopardize its
hegemonic aspirations and diminish its legitimacy as the "leader
of the new world order."

During the Cold War the U.S. perceived its national in-
terests within the parameters of its competition with the Soviet
Union. That is, U.S. interests encompassed the preservation
of military and political presence in the eastern Mediterranean
that could contain the Soviet advancement in the area, and
could preserve the balance of power as well as keeping NATO
a cohesive and coordinated unit under U.S. auspices. More-
over, in the post-Cold War era NATO is perceived as an
important vehicle for U.S. interests, with changing focus, com-
mitments and its expansion, and thus its survival and unity, is
a major concern for U.S. policymakers. At the same time, the
U.S. would like to limit Russia's influence in the area. So, for
instance, it has opposed the sale of Russian defense S-300
missiles to the Republic of Cyprus, siding with Turkey. In
addition, the U.S. was not thrilled with the Russian mediation
during the latest Iraqi crisis.

Nevertheless, one can pose the question: if there is indeed
a continuity of U.S. foreign policy in the post-Cold War period
was the Cold War an irrelevant variable for policy formula-
tion? I would argue that the Cold War was instrumental for
the development of a world view that allowed certain foreign
policy strategies to develop. In other words, the U.S. world
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view, constructed by the parameters of the Cold War, was the
basis on which foreign policy was built. A world view is de-
fined as "the generally accepted construction of reality in which
foreign policy decisions are made. This construction of reality
may not be a characteristic of any particular leader. Instead,
it is thought of as a result of the overall decisional process
that can be measured and observed in state behavior and specified
verbal reports."' That prevailing world view is instrumental
for foreign policymaking, for it is the screen which filters in-
formation and the tool that shapes strategies. Hence, a world
view allows for the construction of certain images. As Martha
Cottam points out: "Cognitive images play a role in all stages
of policymaking, from influencing the choice of strategy to
processing information as the strategy is implemented." 7 In
other words, an image is a mental compass that directs decision
makers to those certain strategies over others and process in-
formation; that is, images are "mental constructions" through
which reality is viewed.' However, I would argue that this world
view and the U.S. image of Cyprus during the Cold War have
lingering effects on the construction of present policies toward
the Cypriot state. As Martha Cottam points out: "Changing the
image of a state does not necessarily produce an immediate
complete transformation of all judgments. Moreover, existing
policies toward a state are even less likely to be completely
revised all at once."' Thus, one observes that the U.S. policy
principles for Cyprus, namely the elimination of a unified state,
still influence U.S. foreign policy behavior toward the Cypriot
Republic. As the cognitive approach suggests, change in policies
is slow and incremental, especially when it comes to "low
issues," such as the Cyprus conflict.

Martha Cottam identifies several reasons contributing to
slow adaptation to change. One of the most important factors
"is that even if the perceiver does receive and accept new in-
formation about the stimulus being judged, old information
is still considered in judgments for a time unless it has been
completely disregarded.' I would argue that several factors
account for this phenomenon: one is the prevailing image of
the enemy. If the enemy is still present, however modified
the perception of threat is, adaptation to change is more dif-
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ficult. Second, change of an image that is directly associated
with "low issues" is very slow, thus policies are still influenced
by the "old" prevailing world view. Third, as Cottam argues:
"Bureaucratic factors contribute to the impact of images in
several ways. They tend to share—or at least have an intuitive
understanding of—their country's prevailing image";" thus,
bureaucrats and high level officials that were conditioned by
a certain prevailing world view have m re difficulty adjust-
ing to changes, especially when such chap s also mean policy
alterations toward secondary issues. I would argue that the fact
that the Cyprus problem is a "low issue" and many of the
officials who have dealt with it, such as George Ball, Dean
Acheson, Clark Clifford, Nelson Ledsky, and Matthew Nimetz,
shared the "old" U.S. prevailing world view, making change
of U.S. policies slower and more incremental.

The theoretical argument confirms the "theory" of con-
tinuity" which refers to the "consistency of American foreign
policies toward Cyprus." As Theodore Couloumbis explains:
"According to the continuity theory, United States policy viewed
the continued existence of an independent and non-aligned
Cyprus as a painful thorn on the sensitive southeastern flank of
NATO which was constantly hurting vital American interests
in the Mediterranean area." Thus, "partition has remained the
ideal strategic objective of the United States in Cyprus to this
day?" 18 The underlying principle of U.S. policies in the eastern
Mediterranean and Cyprus has been (a) the stability of the
area, (b) the unity of NATO, and (c) the elimination of the
threat of a war between Greece and Turkey. I would argue
that these fundamental principles are still guiding U.S. foreign
policy toward Cyprus and its two NATO allies. Evidently,
even after the Cold War, the "theory" of continuity is a valuable
framework in understanding U.S. policies toward Cyprus today.

II. U.S. Policy Toward Cyprus
and the Continuity Argument

The present section first discusses two initiatives undertaken
by the U.S. in 1964 and 1977 in order to resolve the Cyprus
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conflict, and then it assesses the "theory" of continuity in
the post-Cold War period. These two periods illustrate an ac-
tive U.S. involvement in the eastern Mediterranean and the
Cyprus dispute in particular. First, I examine what the Ameri-
can interests were in the eastern Mediterranean during the period
under examination. 'Why was the eastern Mediterranean im-
portant to the U.S.? Why was Cyprus important to it? Second,
I analyze Dean Acheson's initiative in the summer of 1964 to
settle the problem of Cyprus through partition of the island
and elimination of the Republic of Cyprus. What were Acheson's
proposals ? How did they affect Cyprus? How did they serve
U.S. interests? How did U.S. officials view Cyprus? Third, I
examine Clark Clifford's mission in Cyprus that was designed
to convince the parties of dispute to agree on a federal/con-
federal solution to the problem that in effect divided Cyprus
based on ethnic lines. What was Clifford's main task during
his mission? How did it influence the negotiations between the
Greek and the Turkish Cypriots in Vienna? Fourth, I assess
the "theory" of continuity in U.S. foreign policy toward Cyprus
and examine how the end of the Cold War challenges its ex-
planatory power and application.

American Interests in the Eastern Mediterranean

The U.S. has been the dominant power in the eastern
Mediterranean since the 1950s, especially after the incorpora-
tion of Greece and Turkey into the Western Alliance in 1952.
Even though the 1956 Suez Canal crisis confirmed the power
of the U.S. over its own allies, marked the formal end of
British power in the area, and established the U.S. as the
hegemonic power in the region, the relaxation of the bipolar
balance of power allowed for a Soviet infiltration in the eastern
Mediterranean that challenged the preponderance of the U.S. in
the area. Thus, the U.S. was concerned with how to strengthen
NATO, contain the Soviet Union's advances in the Mediter-
ranean, and protect and arm Israel." To achieve these objec-
tives, the U.S. had to be sure that the different states of the
region had governments friendly to the West.
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What were, however, the U.S. interests in Cyprus? The
underlying U.S. interests in the island were twofold: (a) pro-
tecting" it from falling under Soviet influence, for that would
have translated into further Soviet advancement in the Mediter-
ranean, and (b) eliminate any threat of war over Cyprus be-
tween Greece and Turkey.

Even though Cyprus has limitations as a major [mil-
itary] base, [it) retains some military importance both
to NATO and to the western position in the Middle
East which is vital to NATO. As to the former, it
adds strength and flexibility by providing a base from
which NATO operations in Turkey or elsewhere in
the Eastern Mediterranean could be supported. As a
base for tactical air power it might be difficult to re-
place, and it could be useful, though not essential,
to the Sixth Fleet. So far as Middle Eastern strategy
is concerned, Cyprus is one of the few remaining bases
in western hands. For use in dealing with situations
of limited war it has many advantages. It is ideally lo-
cated as a staging area on the doorstep of the Middle
East but beyond reach of Arab nationalism and un-
touched by the conflicts of the Arabs with other Middle
Eastern nations. 15

The above, rather lengthy, quote, captures the importance of
Cyprus as an "unsinkable" base in the Mediterranean, how-
ever limited its role. Moreover, Cyprus was an important base
for the U.S. intelligence services. As Marios Evriviades points
out: "CIA-run signal monitoring stations were upgraded and
expanded.... They were upgraded with sophisticated instru-
ments that gave them [the U.S.) over-the-horizon capability."16

What is important to be noted is that U.S. officials perceived
that in the event that Cyprus came under the control of the
Soviet Union, it could provide the Soviets with great political
and military advantages in the area. Thus, the U.S. could not
afford to lose Cyprus to the Soviets. This U.S. alarmism was
derived from the presence in Cyprus of a strong communist
party, AKEL, and President Makarios's non-aligned foreign
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policy. Indicative of this mentality is the fact that during U.S.
Vice President Lyndon Johnson's visit to Cyprus on August
30-31, 1962, Johnson urged President Makarios "to organize
a non-communist party, reminding Makarios of successful com-
munist tactics in other countries."" As U.S. ambassador to
Greece Henry Labouisse reported in a telegram from the Em-
bassy in Greece to the State Department on September 3, 1962:

Vice President commented that situation seemed to be
one which should be watched with great care because,
as had been the case in some other countries, the
democratic leaders had wakened one morning and found
that the Communists had taken over. VP said we [the
U.S.] would regret such a development in countries
which were our friende. 18

However, the U.S. concerns "bore no relation to Cypriot re-
alities." Under these conditions and concerns the U.S. decided
to take the initiative in resolving the Cyprus conflict and safe-
guarding its aforementioned interests.

1964: Acheson Lays the Ground for
the Partition of Cyprus

The 1959 London-Zurich Agreements between Greece,
Turkey, and Britain provided for an independent state in Cy-
prus guaranteed by the three mentioned powers. The 1960
Constitution was a peculiar and highly rigid one that, in the
final analysis, proved to be unworkable." Between 1960 and
1963, the Cypriot government functioned with great difficulty.
However, by 1963 it was apparent that the disproportional
rights provided to the Turkish minority impaired the orderly
functioning of the state, thus leading to the collapse of the
First Cypriot Republic.'

On November 30, 1963, President Makarios presented
"Thirteen Proposals" to Vice President Fazil Kuchuk that sought
to amend constitutional provisions that had become detrimental
to the normal functioning of the Cypriot government." The
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proposition to negotiate Makarios's proposals was first rejected
by Turkey before Vice President Kuchuk had a chance to re-
spond to President Makarios. On December 21, 1963, inter-
communal fighting began. Turkey threatened to invade the
island, and Greece made clear that it would intervene in support
of the Cyprus government. The crisis was escalating fast to-
ward a total military confrontation between Greece and Cy-
prus on one side and Turkey on the other. Such a development
was a direct threat to the stability of the eastern Mediterranean,
but, most importantly, to NATO unity.

After the failure of the London Conference on January
15, 1964, the British ambassador in the U.S., Sir David Ormsby-
Gore, announced, on January 25, to U.S. Undersecretary of
State George Ball that "the British were no longer prepared
to keep the peace on the island.' On the other hand, the Soviets,
through Soviet Premier Nikita Krushchev, were clear in warn-
ing the Western powers that any military move in Cyprus would
have international repercussions.

The U.S. did not want to see the Cyprus dispute inter-
nationalized by the involvement of the Soviet Union and the
UN. Thus, on January 28, 1964, the commander of NATO,
General Lemnitzer, responding to a request by President John-
son, visited Greece and Turkey. His objective was to prepare
the ground for the implementation of a NATO plan on Cyprus,
prepared by the U.S. and Britain. 24 It is apparent that the
U.S. and the NATO council were highly concerned with (a) the
stability of the southeastern flank of NATO, and (b) with
the "protection" of the island from Soviet influence or
intervention?

The NATO plan provided a mediator and a peacekeeping
force comprised of NATO forces. As Coufoudakis argues, the
sponsors of the plan "expected to help stabilize the situation
on the island and seek a solution that would safeguard Western
interests as well as those of Turkey."28 The plan failed pri-
marily because President Makarios was vehemently against any
policy and action that (a) compromised the sovereignty of the
Republic of Cyprus, (b) altered Cyprus's non-aligned policies,
and (c) put Cyprus in the orbit of strictly Western interests.
Makarios's stand infuriated U.S. Undersecretary of State George
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Ball who concluded that the main obstacle to U.S. and NATO's
plans forclosure of the Cyprus problem was the Cypriot presi-
dent.27 Ball formulated a new plan which requested the exercise
of the rights of intervention by the three guarantor powers:
Greece, Turkey, and Britain. As he wrote: "My new plan sought
to create a peace-keeping force not requiring the consent of the
Makarios government." 28 The plan never materialized due to
British unwillingness to participate in the peacekeeping force.
As the above point illustrates, however, the U.S. consistently
tried to undermine and bypass Makarios and impose its plans
on the Cypriot people without their consent.

Nonetheless, Makarios's firm stand forced the U.S. to
reluctantly turn to the UN as Makarios requested. After all,
there was no other feasible option for the U.S. government.
Thus, in March 1964, UNFICYP (United Nations Force In
Cyprus) was established. By June 1964, the situation on the
island was deteriorating, and Turkey not only threatened, but
prepared for an invasion. President Lyndon Johnson prevented
the Turks from invading by sending a strongly worded letter
to Prime Minister Ismet Inonu of Turkey where, among other
things, he pointed out that "...I hope you will understand
that your NATO allies have not had a chance to consider
whether they have an obligation to protect Turkey against the
Soviet Union if Turkey takes a step which results in Soviet
intervention without the full consent and understanding of its
NATO allies ..."'

On June 22 and 25, 1964, Johnson met in Washington
with the Turkish Prime Minister Ismet Inonu and Greek Prime
Minister George Papandreou, but he failed to break the stale-
mate. He convinced them, though; to consider engaging in
proximity talks at Geneva, excluding the Cypriot government.
Thus, Ball turned to UN Secretary General U-Thant and re-
quested that Dean Acheson be appointed as a mediator to the
conflict. U-Thant refused to do so and insisted on a "neutral"
personality. Ball reluctantly agreed but insisted that Acheson
be present in Geneva to assist the talks. U-Thant reluctantly
accepted Ball's request, and Sakari Tuomioja was appointed
Cyprus mediator. An important condition put by Ball was that
the negotiations would take place only between Greece and
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Turkey, thus the Cypriot government would not be included.
On the other hand, "The United States would make Acheson
available 'in the wings' to assist the negotiation process.""
Turkey immediately accepted the invitation; the Greek prime
minister received a letter by Johnson on July 2, 1964" and
he reluctantly agreed to participate.

On July 4, the negotiations began in Geneva, and the
presence of Dean Acheson was felt from the very beginning.
He was holding meetings with the representatives of Greece
and Turkey, and it was clear that UN mediator Tuomioja was
inconsequential in the meetings as Acheson put his own plans
for settlement on the negotiating table. The Acheson plan
"provided for the dissolution of the Republic of Cyprus and
distribution of the island between Greece and Turkey."" Specif-
ically, Acheson proposed that:

(1) The major part of Cyprus would be united with
Greece, (2) Turkey would be granted a large military
base on the island ... to serve as an important strategic
outpost, (3) Cyprus would be divided into eight can-
tons, two of them to be established for the Turkish
Cypriots who would have •full administrative control,
(4) Greece would cede the small Dodecanese island of
Kastellorizon ... to Turkey. Turkish Cypriots wishing
to emigrate would be resettled, and (5) an interna-
tional body would be formed with the responsibility of
ensuring that human rights were not violated on
Cyprus."

The Cyprus government rejected the plan as did Greece. Tur-
key accepted it as a basis for negotiations.

Acheson was furious with Makarios, whom he characterized
as "a political priest with considerable gifts for demagogy and
ruthlessness."" He considered Makarios responsible for the fact
that there was no progress in the negotiations, and he "blamed
Makarios for throwing a monkey wrench into the machinery
of the negotiations?"38 Acheson, in an effort to convince the
Greek government to accept his ideas, made some minor revisions
to his initial plan. The major features of his second plan were
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the following two provisions: "(a) a fifty year lease for the
Turkish bases on Cyprus, instead of in perpetuity," and (b) "in-
stead of formal cantonal divisions to provide for Turkish Cyp-
riots eparchs (prefects), with Turkish Cypriot staffs to ad-
minister local affairs in the heavily Turkish Cypriot areas of the
island!' The second plan was not only rejected by the Cypriot
and Greek governments, but also by Turkey. Acheson failed
to materialize his ideas but succeeded in preventing, at least
temporarily, a Greek-Turkish war that would have destroyed
the southeastern flank of NATO. But what are some implica-
tions of Acheson's plans?

As Douglas Brinkley points out: "Before negotiations be-
gan in Geneva, the State Department had concluded that the
continuation of an independent state in Cyprus was a threat
to American interests." 37 This assertion is supported by what
Jack Jernegan, U.S. deputy assistant secretary for Near East
affairs, told British diplomat Dennis A. Greenhill during their
meeting in Washington on March 30, 1964. According to
Greenhill:

Jernegan thought that, in view of what amounted to
a Greek Cypriot "victory," the continuation of an inde-
pendent Cypriot Republic was no longer in the interests
of the West . . . There was an increasing risk that Greek
Cypriot resentment against Turkey, the United States,
and the United Kingdom would drive an independent
Republic of Cyprus into the arms of the Soviet Union."

The threat of a Turkish invasion, which would have sparked a
Greek-Turkish war, would have detrimental effects on the unity
of NATO and strengthened the position of the Soviet Union
in the area. It is apparent from Acheson's plans that the U.S.
believed that a partition of the island best served its interests."
The cohesiveness of NATO was its main concern and any
solution that would have safeguarded the Alliance was ac-
ceptable to U.S. officials.

Furthermore, the elimination of the Republic of Cyprus
and its distribution between two NATO members, Greece and
Turkey, also meant that the Soviet Union and hostile, anti-
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Western interests in the non-aligned movement would lose an
"ally," namely President Makarios. It is clear that Makarios
was considered a major obstacle to U.S. interests. His elimina-
tion, politically and physically, was an acceptable means for
U.S. purposes in Cyprus. This approach is illustrated clearly
by George Ball's memoirs where he admits that the U.S. wanted
to bypass Makarios and impose its plans on the Cypriot state.'
Thus, Cyprus under the control of two NATO members was,
according to the U.S., preferable to an independent and non-
aligned Cyprus solution. Moreover, as Coufoudakis points out:

The plan was significant in that it also carried the
Greek pledge to "eliminate AKEL (the Cypriot Com-
munist party) influence." That was not only a reflec-
tion of the Cuba complex that affected Washington
at the time, but also of the fact that Washington trusted
the Greek government to deal firmly with communism
in Cyprus, much as it had done on the Greek mainland
since the end of the civil war."

Evidently, the Acheson plans laid the ground for the parti-
tion of Cyprus. This assertion is also exemplified by the fact
that the U.S. diplomatically rejected UN mediator Galo Plaza's
report of March 26, 1965. Plaza opposed the idea of a par-
titioning of the island based on ethnic lines or of a union with
any country. He also argued against any federal solution that
in essence translated to partition." Furthermore, the U.S. voted
against the UN General Assembly Resolution 2077(XX) on
December 18, 1965, which stated that Cyprus is "entitled to
enjoy, and should enjoy, full sovereignty and complete inde-
pendence without any foreign intervention or interference ...""
As it will be shown in the next section, Acheson's idea, namely
the division of the island 'based on ethnic lines, the major
concern over the unity and cohesiveness of NATO, and the
elimination of the Soviet threat continued to dictate U.S. policy
toward Cyprus after the 1974 Turkish invasion as well."
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1977: Clifford's Mission—Acheson's Legacy°

United States' policies in the eastern Mediterranean were
not significantly altered during the 1970s. Detente and the re-
laxation of the bipolar balance of power did not change the
fact that that the Cold War was very much in place, the Soviet
threat was present, the Middle East, especially after the 1973
Arab-Israeli war, was highly unstable, and, most importantly,
the threat of a Greek-Turkish war was evident, thus NATO's
unity was in jeopardy. Cyprus has been viewed as a key in
resolving the Greek-Turkish conflicts in the Aegean and else-
where. As Clark Clifford put it in his memoirs: "Because there
was a real danger of a war between Greece and Turkey over
Cyprus, the situation threatened the entire eastern flank of
NATO."" Thus, the newly elected U.S. President Jimmy Car-
ter decided, early in 1977, to dispatch Clifford to the triangle
of Athens, Ankara, Nicosia to pressure the actors involved in
the Cyprus dispute to agree on a solution of federation/con-
federation for Cyprus based on the situation created by the
Turkish invasion; that is, based on geographical and ethnic
division. It should be noted that, since 1959, Turkey advocated
a federal solution to Cyprus with a weak central government
and with substantial Turkish Cypriot autonomy. During the
negotiations in London and Zurich, the Turkish Foreign Min-
ister Zorlu put forward the idea as a permanent solution to
the Cyprus problem.'

The election of President Carter in 1976 created a eu-
phoria in Greece and Cyprus, and President Makarios believed
that the U.S. would pressure Turkey to make substantial steps
in resolving the dispute. Thus, President Makarios agreed to
meet Turkish Cypriot leader Rauf Denktash on January 27, and
then again on February 12, 1977, the second meeting in the
presence of UN Secretary General Kurt Waldheim. During the
meeting the Cypriot president and the Turkish Cypriot leader
agreed on guidelines for further talks. The major feature of
those guidelines was the agreement for establishing a federal
Cypriot republic. As the first guideline suggests: "The aim
was to establish an independent, non-aligned bicommunal
federal republic.""
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This was a major compromise for the Cypriot government.
Clark Clifford's mission, though, was instrumental in convinc-
ing President Makarios to put on the table concrete proposals
on the territorial aspect of the Cyprus problem. Clifford visited
the triangle of Athens, Ankara, Nicosia immediately follow-
ing the agreement between President Makarios and Rauf Denk-
tash and made clear to the Cypriot government that the U.S.
government firmly opposed the arms embargo on Turkey by
the U.S. Congress after its invasion of Cyprus. He also made
clear that Congress was going to lift the embargo very soon."

Clifford is very brief and vague in his account of his mis-
sion. Nonetheless, he alludes to the fact that his aim was to
convince President Makarios to accept "a federal division of
Cyprus?"50 Informing Cyprus's National Council on February
28, 1977, about Clifford's mission, President Makarios said that:
(a) The U.S. government was concerned with the situation on
Cyprus, because the continuation of the Cyprus conflict threatens
U.S. and NATO interests; (b) Clifford asked the Cypriot gov-
ernment to be "clear and edifying" in its proposals targeting a
positive progress in 1977; and (c) Clifford underlined the
necessity that during the negotiations in Vienna, the Cypriot
government put on the negotiating table "concrete proposals"
on the territorial and constitutional issues of the Cyprus prob-
lem accompanied by a map 51

According to Greek and Cypriot diplomats who participated
or had access behind the scenes at the time of these events,
Clifford communicated to the Cypriot president that if the
Cypriot government put on the table proposals on the territorial
issue accompanied by a map for geographic federation, the
Turks would discuss the issue in depth. According to the same
sources, however, the only concrete result of those negotia-
tions was the map that the Cypriot government delegation
proposed.52 Even though Rauf Denktash assured UN mediator
Javier Perez De Cuellar that "At Vienna we [the Turkish Cyp-
riots] shall not simply comment on the Greek Cypriot proposals
on the territorial aspect, but shall discuss them in full sub-
stantively and meaningfully perhaps even leading to discussion
at Vienna of Turkish Cypriots' counter-proposal on the territorial
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aspect."" At the end the Turkish Cypriots did not follow
through."

The important point here is that the idea for a geographical
division of the island was put in concrete terms by the Cypriot
government's map proposal, even though the Cypriot govern-
ment clearly stated that the map could only be valid if the
Turkish Cypriots accepted the practical application of the free-
doms of (i) possession of property, (ii) movement and
(iii) settlement by all Cypriot people." Since then, proposals
by the U.S. and the UN incorporated the idea of partition with
a federal/confederal scheme based on ethnic lines, deriving
from the forced population movements that the Turkish in-
vasion created, and ignoring the conditions put by the Cypriot
government. This assertion is exemplified by the 1978 American-
Anglo-Canadian plan, framed by Clark Clifford and Matthew
Nimetz, which

envisaged a bizonal federation, consisting of two ethnic
regions. In principle, citizens would be free to move
and settle in either region, and displaced persons would
be allowed to return to their properties, but all these
rights would apparently only be exercisable subject to
certain qualifications and limitations and to the extent
feasible and consistent with the bicommunal character
of the republic."

In 1964 Acheson proposed a partition of the island.
Clifford's mission and subsequent proposals advanced in 1977-92
underlined this same idea. I would argue that the rationale
behind the U.S. insistence on a weak federal/confederal solu-
tion to the Cyprus dispute is as follows: (a) The U.S. per-
ception, that an independent and unified Cyprus was an ob-
stacle for U.S. interests, is still embedded in U.S. foreign
policymakers' world view, (b) any solution to the Cyprus
problem that satisfies Greece and Turkey would eliminate the
danger of a war between the two NATO allies, and thus
safeguard the 'stability and viability of NATO, (c) there is
an underlying perception in the minds of many State De-
partment bureaucrats that Greeks and Turks of Cyprus cannot
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live together," (d) a federal/confederal solution best balances
the interests of both Greece and especially Turkey, thus also
balancing the distribution of power on the island, and (e) such
a solution will bring stability on the island and eliminate any
danger for intercommunal fighting. Evidently, the preceding
discussion supports the claims made by the "theory" of con-
tinuity of a high degree of consistency in U.S. foreign policy
toward Cyprus. Nonetheless, does the end of the Cold War
still support the assumptions made by the "theory ?"

The "Theory" of Continuity: A Challenge

As it has been argued, in the 1960s and 1970s U.S. for-
eign policy toward Cyprus was characterized by continuity in
its underlying aims. The end of the Cold War and the disap-
pearance of the Soviet threat created a new, more uncertain
world environment that inevitably has affected the foreign
policy of the U.S. in the eastern Mediterranean. The cataclys-
mic developments of the early 1990s have altered the balance
of power and a multipolar international system is emerging.
These developments pose a challenge to the "theory" of con-
tinuity of U.S. foreign policy toward Cyprus, for it was de-
veloped within the environment of the Cold War. In other
words, U.S. foreign policy was explained within the parameters
of the race between the two superpowers and their allies and
the world view that depicted the Soviet Union as the enemy
and Cyprus as affiliate with the enemy. Thus, the question now
becomes: is the "theory" of continuity still relevant? What is
its explanatory power regarding U.S. policy toward Cyprus
today?

The U.S. interests in the area have not dramatically altered
since the end of the Cold War. Nonetheless, the disappearance
of the Soviet Union eliminated a major U.S. political and
security concern, namely the advancement of the Soviets in
the Mediterranean and the extension of their influence in the
Middle East. Stability in the area, however, is still a major
U.S. concern. On the one hand, Greek-Turkish relations are
still very problematic and the threat of a war between these
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two NATO allies is present. In the last ten years, in 1987 and
in 1996, the two countries came to the brink of war mainly
due to the conflict in the Aegean Sea. The Cyprus issue exacer-
bates this conflict. As was the case during the Cold War,
the U S aim is to eliminate reasons that might lead to a mili-
tary confrontation between Greece and Turkey. The Cyprus
problem is one such potential reason; therefore, a solution to
it that satisfies both Greece and primarily Turkey is the U.S.
objective. An additional reason for the U.S. approach is the
belief that a solution to the Cyprus conflict will improve the
Greek-Turkish political climate, and thus make the resolution
of Greek-Turkish bilateral disputes easier.

Furthermore, even after the end of the Cold War, NATO
is very important for the U.S., with changing focus and com-
mitments, and its survival and unity is of major concern to
U.S. policymakers. A military confrontation between Greece
and Turkey would be a 'blow to NATO's viability. As former
U.S. assistant secretary of state, and currently U.S. special
envoy to Cyprus, Richard Holbrooke pointed out in a state-
ment before the U.S. House International Relations Committee:

The southern Balkans and the Aegean are becoming
increasingly important to western and U.S. interests
since the end of the Cold War. Conflict or instability
in these regions can impact directly on the stability
of central Europe, and tensions between Greece and
Turkey can weaken the ability of NATO to provide
a foundation for the expansion of European institu-
tions. Cyprus is key to any long term reduction in ten-
sion between these two NATO allies — 58

Moreover, even after the end of the Cold War, the U.S.
perceives Turkey as an important agent for the protection of
its interests in the area. The U.S. accepts Turkey's redefined
post-Cold War role as the "model" for the countries in the
Middle East and the Caucasus. The U.S. also accepts the late
Turkish Prime Minister Ozal's new "vision" for Turkey's for-
eign policy that aims at an active role from the Adriatic Sea
to western China. Turkey's potential influence on the Caucasus,
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the Balkans, and its close proximity to Iran, Syria, and Iraq, are
for the U.S. substantial reasons to consider Turkey a vital ally
for American interests." Turkey has been seen as strategically
more important than Greece, as was the case during the Cold
War. Thus, the U.S. does not want to upset Turkey and its
interests in the area.

In addition, the presence of British bases on the island,
advanced communication installations, and the stationing of
the Voice of America in Nicosia give Cyprus a special im-
portance for the U.S., because it can be a place for control
of the Middle East in case of a crisis as the Gulf War demon-
strated. A resurgence of the military conflict on the Wand
would not only spark a confrontation between Greece and
Turkey, but it would also threaten the British bases and U.S.
intelligence and communication installations on the island."

The unstable and uncertain situation in the Middle East
also drives the U.S. to take steps in avoiding a confrontation on
Cyprus that would exacerbate this instability and further shake
the status quo. Even though the Arab-Israeli "peace process"
has created some optimism at the U.S. State Department for
the future of the Middle East, I would argue that there is a
long way to go before real peace is in sight. The latest in-
cidents in Israel and Palestine, the emerging dispute between
Syria, Turkey, and Iraq over water resources, the developing
crises in Egypt and Saudi Arabia, the Iraqi crisis, and the con-
flict between Israel and Lebanon are factors that do not allow
for optmism. Thus, the stability in the area is shaky, and the
U.S. would want to prevent the development of another military
confrontation, this time on Cyprus.

These are few of the reasons that the U.S. is interested in
keeping the Cyprus conflict under control and thus protecting
U.S. political, military, and economic interests. Even though the
Cyprus problem is not on the priority list of the U.S. Depart-
ment of State's bureaucrats, there has been an increasing diplo-
matic activity by the U.S. aiming at resolving the Cyprus dis-
pute within the parameters of a federal/confederal scheme
based on ethnic and geographic separation.

President Bill Clinton dispatched in 1995 a presidential
emissary for Cyprus, the first since 1980. Furthermore, U.S.
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officials have visited numerous times the triangle of Athens,
Ankara, Nicosia, promoting direct negotiations between Cyp-
riot President Glafcos Clerides and Turkish Cypriot leader
Rauf Denktash. The U.S. put on the negotiating table, as the
Turks insisted, the issue of the sovereignty of the Cypriot
Republic, in addition to the issues of territory and constitution.

The issue of sovereignty is crucial, for its discussion pre-
supposes a compromise of the Republic of Cyprus as a state
and implicitly suggests that the unified character of the state
will be altered. The Cypriot government is against such a de-
velopment, whereas the Turkish Cypriot leadership demands
recognition of a distinct "state" in the areas of Cyprus oc-
cupied by the Turkish army." Current U.S. foreign policy con-
tinues to promote a federal/confederal solution based on ethnic
lines and with substantial distinct authority of the two federal
regions exercised by the two communities," a policy heavily
influenced by Acheson's initial ideas of partition. The U.S.
continues to assume that the status quo created by the 1974
Turkish invasion also created the necessary circumstances, namely
population movements, that allow for the partition of the
island through a weak federal/confederal scheme perceived as
the only one that promises stability on the island, and which
most importantly satisfies Turkish demands. At the time of
the writing of this paper, the U.S. is intensifying its efforts to
push for a final settlement based on the aforementioned
principles.

In addition, the U.S. has been instrumental in shaping
settlement plans proposed between 1978-1992." These plans are
based on a confederal scheme of government where Cyprus
would be divided into two major areas, loosely connected, and
with limitations on movement, settlement, and acquisition of
property." Thomas Farr, a U.S. Foreign Service official who
has served as Cyprus desk officer in the Department of State,
suggests a confederal constitution with a rotating presidency be-
tween Greek and Turkish Cypriots and numerical equality in
the allocation of power between the two communities. As he
writes

a settlement of the Cyprus dispute will require the
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drafting of a new confederal constitution on the Swiss
model (the central government would initially have
minimal power, derived entirely and equally from the
consent of the two communities. The executive would
consist of a rotating presidency and a national council
divided equally between the two sides; a bicommunal
legislature would have an upper chamber with equal
representation and a lower chamber with proportional
representation. In granting these powers, each com-
munity would also cede its right of secession, parti-
tion, or union with any other country) .65

Similarly, Matthew Nimetz outlines the prerequisites of a
"minimalist settlement": "A return of territory to the Greek
side (with territory divided roughly 71 percent to 29 percent),
a loose federation along the lines proposed by the secretary
general [of the UN) in 1985, and a firm schedule for the
withdrawal of foreign military forces.' In addition, Richard
Holbrooke indicated that a "Dayton type" settlement for Cy-
prus has not been ruled out. 67 It is apparent that the end of
the Cold War has not yet altered the underlying principles of
U.S. policies toward Cyprus. The "theory" of continuity, there-
fore, is still very much relevant.

Epilogue

As the preceding discussion suggests, the U.S. has yet to
develop a new policy based on the new international develop-
ments. As the case of Cyprus demonstrates, U.S. policies are
still dictated by ideas and perceptions developed during the
Cold War and influenced by the principles of realpolitik. At
the same time, the U.S. is using the conflict in the area to
reinforce and establish a role for itself as the referee, which
allows it to exercise control and be present, militarily and
politically, in the Aegean Sea and the eastern Mediterranean.
This gives the U.S. the ability to justify its military presence
in the area and thus oversee the developments in the eastern
Mediterranean. In the same vein, now that the Soviet Union
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is gone, the U.S. is also presented as a power that can act as
a catalyst for conflict resolution, strengthening its influence and
presence in regional developments and reinforcing its image as
a hegemonic power.

The "theory" of continuity does not suggest that U.S.
policy toward Cyprus is static nor that the U.S. foreign policy
establishment is monolithic. Nonetheless, the fact that Cyprus
is a "low issue" for U.S. foreign policy professionals does not
allow for rapid and effective changes in U.S. policies. This,
then, becomes the challenge for U.S. foreign policy. For in-
ability to adapt to the changing international environment and
adopt a collective security approach to mitigate international
conflicts could be detrimental for U.S. long-term interests. More-
over, any form of partition is rarely a solution to international
conflicts; instead, "their implementation has inexorably driven
communities further apart." 88 Partitions, then, create negative
externalities which jeopardize both regional and international
security." Cyprus becomes a challenge for the U.S. to promote
security and cooperation in the eastern Mediterranean by grasp-
ing the opportunity to preserve a decentralized but unified Cyp-
riot state, and adhere to the norms of international law; the
question is: will the U.S. take this opportunity?
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Nativism in Nevada:
Greek Immigrants in
White Pine County

by E. D. KARAMPETSOS

This study of the experiences of Greek immigrants and
their children in White Pine County, Nevada, contributes to
our knowledge of both the recurring phenomenon of Ameri-
can nativism and the rapid, by world standards, assimilation
of European groups initially victimized by it. Greek immigrants
were, at the beginning of this century, "the dominant labor
force in the mines, mills and smelters of White Pine County,
Nevada, and Salt Lake County, Utah.' In 1910, for example,
Greek immigrant workers (from 1500 to 1600 persons, vir-
tually all men) composed 5.8% of the population of Nevada
and 10% of the population of White Pine County.2 The Greeks
knew little English and, coming as they did from an agricul-
tural society, lacked the training required for more skilled
positions in an industrial economy. However, like the Italians
and Slays, who arrived about the same time, the Greeks willingly
did the menial tasks native-born Americans disdained. They
did the most dangerous jobs, were housed, twelve to sixteen
in tents, and received the lowest wages possible for their ef-
forts. As the largest body of foreigners in the counry, the Greeks
were the focal point of an almost intractable nativistic racism. 3

America has long despised, feared and exploited its immi-
grant workers—as it did the Greeks—who contributed so much
to its wealth. The Greeks were constantly harassed by nativistic

E. D. KARAMPETSOS lives in Las Vegas. He is the author of The
Theatre of Healing (Peter Lang, 1995). Research for this paper was
partially funded by a grant from the Nevada Humanities Committee.
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Americans, in particular by law enforcement officials and the
press, which looked upon them as mongrelized members of a
once-great (Nordic) nation. The word "Greek," as used by
the newspapers of White Pine County, Nevada, often sig-
nified all recent arrivals from southern Europe; it was synony-
mous with "alien," "troublemaker," "inferior," and "not white."

Although there was certainly a communal, deeply felt
antipathy toward foreigners, it was neither monolithic nor par-
ticularly consistent. American nativism was mainly a subjective
reaction to the other, to difference: a combination of chau-
vinism, ignorance and religious bigotry. As such, this racism
was susceptible to modification, provided that the immigrants
found ways to eliminate or lessen those signs of difference
which provoked Americans. The Greek community found a
sometimes grudging and temporary acceptance by introducing
Americans to the more attractive aspects of their culture: their
food, their festive occasions and religious holidays, and their
willingness to fight, as in World War I, a common enemy.

Once the apparent differences were gone, resistance to
these individuals became attenuated or simply disappeared. In
spite of the indignities endured by the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century southern and eastern European im-
migrants, their grandchildren, seldom solely of a single ethnic
background, were almost indistinguishable from their Anglo-
Saxon counterparts by the middle of this century. However,
the racism itself did not go away so easily; nativistic Ameri-
cans did not learn to eschew racism as a result of their experi-
ence with immigrants from Greece and elsewhere, but simply
transferred it to more recent immigrants or to people who,
unable to change their skin color, remained too different to
fit in. In this, unfortunately, they were often joined by the
newly assimilated foreigners.

Fear of competition from foreign workers inflamed the
widespread racism of the period. Nevada historian Russell
Elliott has shown that American laborers in the American West
were beset by a variety of problems. The ups and downs of
the commodities markets made their jobs insecure. The great
mining companies and the railroads fought their efforts to
unionize: professional union-busters were hired and, where pos-
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sible, the U.S. army was used to intimidate, and, as in Colorado,
eradicate unions. In addition, foreigners, who often had no
idea they were being used as scabs, were hired as a source of
cheap, expendable labor, to replace American workers who were
on strike. Why hire Greeks? "The answer was unspoken,"
writes Zeese Papanikolas:

the Greeks were newcomers, unorganized, tractable,
willing to work for the lowest wages. It was a pattern
cut deep in American industry of new immigrants
displacing the old, breaking their strikes, driving them,
as the nativists would have it, from their jobs .°

The anxiety and resentment aroused by the influx into
White Pine County of large numbers of foreign workers from
1904 until World War I is evidenced by frequent newspaper
articles, mostly unflattering, concerning their presence. On De-
cember 25, 1907, the Ely Daily Mining Expositor reprinted a
letter from the board of governors of the local Alliance of
Structural Building Trades of America in which they ask Ely
businessmen to employ "white labor, meaning thereby an Amer-
ican citizen."' Three months later, an Ely Mining Record edi-
torial assured its readers that the foreign workers moving into
the area would not compete with American workers and were
there to do only the rough labor.° On October 28, 1907, the
headlines of the White Pine News celebrated the dismissal of
foreign workers: "Mines Lay Off Non-Americans: Foreign
Element to Be Supplanted by Americans ... Ely an American
Camp." The article complains that foreign workers spend "no
money other than for the barest necessities of life. They hoard
their earnings, spending scarcely 10 per cent with the business
men of the community where they are employed, and send
most of their savings out of the country." 7 On July 9, 1909, the
Ely Record reported that, at Pine Canyon, the International
Smelting Company "has prevented, so far, the employment of
Oriental or south of Europe workmen ... It seems good to
see intelligent blonde faces only in such a large enterprise."

The racism of White Pine County, with a few significant
exceptions, was restricted to the exploitation of foreign workers
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and attacks on manifestations of cultural difference which were
interpreted as proof of the foreigners' inferiority. Contemporary
usage defines racism as a form of prejudice by members of one
race against those of another; the situation in the early part
of the century was more complicated. "White," which now-
adays includes anyone of European origin, was then reserved
for people of Anglo-Saxon and Nordic stock. Greeks were
considered to be of mixed race, mongrels genetically inferior to
their allegedly pure ancestors of ancient times and, therefore,
incapable of ever approaching their accomplishments. Inasmuch
as these writers saw the Greeks as inferior and not white, and
despised them for this, their behavior was clearly racist. These
racist ideas were not unique to White Pine County, but had
their ideological underpinnings in theories of northern European
and/or Aryan superiority then current in Europe, theories which
found their most vicious and deadly expression in the Nazi death
camps of World War II. However, even the briefest survey
of references to Greeks (and other southern Europeans) in
White Pine newspapers published in the first quarter of this
century shows that their authors' understanding of what "white"
meant was more narrow than ours is today, but also susceptible
to being enlarged. There were gradations of racism which meant
that Orientals, such as the Japanese, could never fit in while
immigrants from south and central Europe could be absorbed
as soon as they shed their accents, changed their appearance
and became indistinguishable from other white Americans.

How widespread and deeply held these racist concepts were
among the citizenry is difficult to determine. The experience
of George Lougaris, an immigrant from Greece who, taking
advantage of the opportunities offered by this country, became
a Reno attorney, suggests that much of the animus against the
Greeks was superficial and non-ideological. 9 Once the Greeks
learned to dress and cut their hair like Americans, once they
looked less different, Americans became more comfortable with
them. Of course, as many immigrants discovered, conforming
to American standards enough to be fully accepted seldom
ended with simple sartorial adjustments. For many Greek im-
migrants, even grudging acceptance often required the sur-
render of one's personal identity and integrity. Many were
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pressured, directly and indirectly, to purchase acceptance by
shortening, altering or even completely changing their names.
They refrained from speaking Greek in public in order to avoid
offending the American ear. Some gave up their religion and
converted to a more mainstream denomination in order to fit
in. The only good Greek, as many realized, was a person
who committed a form of ethnic suicide and was reincarnated
as a flag-waving American.

The new arrivals from Greece attempted to rediscover the
equilibrium lacking in their lives by establishing institutions
which they had known in their homeland: the Greek Ortho-
dox Church, Greek school, the coffee house, and social organ-
izations. Greek language newspapers appeared wherever the
immigrants settled in large numbers. To better cope with life in
America, the Greek immigrants organized local chapters of
national organizations, such as the Pan-Hellenic Union, whose
main objective was to encourage their return to Greece, and
its successor, The American-Hellenic Educational and Progres-
sive Association (AHEPA), whose main objective was to facili-
tate their assimilation while, at the same time, encouraging
ethnic pride. Greek diplomatic representatives in the U.S. in-
tervened on behalf of Greek citizens in Nevada to oblige the
legal system to recognize their rights and to protect them from
mistreatment. Although many of the Greeks came to the U.S.
with the intention of making money and going back to Greece,
almost sixty per cent eventually decided to remain and become
American citizens. With the entry of the U.S. into World
War I, numerous Greek immigrants (including many who
were not citizens) volunteered to serve in the American armed
forces. Despite the persistence of anti-foreign attitudes, the
few Greeks who remained, or at least their children, eventually
overcame the objections to their presence in White Pine County
as they did elsewhere in the U.S.'

It was difficult to gather first-hand information about
the Greek immigrants in White Pine County. Unfortu-
nately, they did not keep journals nor are records of any
of their organizations available. In addition, most of the Greeks
who lived in White Pine County in the first two decades of
this century are either dead or have moved away. Those who
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remain are often unwilling or unable to contribute informa-
tion. The older people I spoke to seemed to feel that it is too
late to talk about how the first Greek immigrants in White
Pine County lived, while many of their American-born chil-
dren and grandchildren have a very limited knowledge, or are
unaware, of what life was like for their parents or grand-
parents. Nevertheless, the pain caused by anti-Greek sentiment
remains in the voices of some of the White Pine County
Greek-Americans when they refer, even jokingly, to the old
days. Thus, although I was able to speak to a few individuals
with personal knowledge of the Greek community in White
Pine County, most of the material for this article is drawn
from the newspaper files of the period. The many articles
which I collected serve as a chronicle of the early days of
Greek immigration to Nevada and, equally important, as a
reflection of the thinking of those who wrote them and of
the establishment ideology which they represented.

An example of the widespread nature of the racism sub-
scribed to by White Pine newspapers is found in this editorial
from the San Francisco Chronicle. Referring to the Japanese
and Greeks in the U.S., the article, reprinted by the White
Pine News on July 20, 1907, said:

They are, many of them, probably undesirable citizens,
but so was William I of England. And as the de-
scendants of William, the Conqueror, have become
loyal and useful Englishmen, so the descendants of the
undesirable Greeks may become loyal and useful
American citizens. They do not, like the Asiatics,
differ from us so radically in all essential particulars
that they can never assimilate, but must always remain
a race apart!'

A more extreme and exclusive opinion was expressed in an
article, dated June 7, 1907, in which the White Pine News
complained that the "average Greek laborer" was of "inferior
intelligence," making him unsuitable for future citizenship.
"We welcome intelligent, industrious foreigners and we will
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always welcome them, but our gates should be closed to the
barbarians.""

The Chronicle article quoted above was occasioned by
anti-Greek riots in Roanoke, Virginia. Although it does call
their attackers "hoodlums," the article suggests that the Greeks
brought the attack on themselves, because they did not satisfy
the popular, and impossible, stereotype of classical Greek
beauty: "In appearance they differ from ourselves to a degree
quite sufficient to excite the wrath of the hoodlums of any
American city." On January 30, 1916, another article in the
White Pine News, reprinted from the National Geographic, re-
ported similar findings from Greece:

Against the background of antiquity it is easy to
project the ties of sentiment which bind the life of
the Greek of today to that of the classic worthies from
whom he claims direct descent, and it was with only
a slight shock that I learned that the man who brought
me my morning coffee at the legation bore the tremen-
dous name of Themistocles. And yet it is difficult
to visualize the modern Athenian with those who
once walked his streets.

Thinking of Homer, of Praxiteles and of Phidias,
one looks for Helen, for Hermes and for Athene, but
the only Helen I saw in Athens was an American
girl, married to a member of the cabinet and Whose
golden hair, blue eyes and classic features made her
at once the reigning hostess in the city. And it is
only in the islands or deep in the country, where the
Albanian plain has never reached, that one finds the
facial lineaments and the bodily grace which the an-
cient sculptor has taught the modern world as being
common to all Greeks of classic time."

The author professed to admire ancient Greek civilization, at
least superficially, while despising the descendants of the an-
cient Greeks, because they lack the blue eyes and blond hair
of their alleged Nordic ancestors. However, more distressing
than his smug racism is the author's implication that he and
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other Americans were somehow a modem embodiment of his
idealized conception of the ancient Greeks. How could the
Greeks make sense of such assertions? Those who had children
in White Pine schools might have found an answer if they
had followed their children's introduction to the history of
Western Civilization which, as it was then taught in the U.S.,
described a progression, or in Darwinian terms an evolutionary
movement, beginning somewhere in Mesopotamia, touching
Egypt, Greece, Rome and France and coming to its apex in
England and America. In such a scheme, the Greeks are no
more than unevolved, orientalized, throwbacks to the Ancients.
Or, as the anthropologist Michael Herzfeld has put it, they
were, and are, regarded as aborigines with about as many rights
as the American Indian."

Another reason the Greeks were disliked was the partially
justifiable perception that—unlike "the oppressed, huddled
masses" celebrated in Emma Lazarus's poem—they did not hate
the "old world" they left behind. Instead, the Greeks clearly
loved their native land and intended to return as soon as they
sent back dowries for their sisters, paid off their families'
debts, and put aside enough to live well in Greece. The White
Pine News, quoted the American consul-general in Athens,
George Horton, who complained that the Greek "comes solely
for the purpose of gathering money enough to return to Greece
on. He spends just as little as he can, living in vile quarters,
eating the cheapest foods, paying little or no attention to or-
dinary rules of cleanliness."" In reference to their initial in-
tentions, the first part of Horton's complaint was justified;
but over time many of the Greek immigrants acquired a stake
in this country and decided to remain as citizens." As for the
assertion that the Greeks were cheap, dirty, poorly fed, and
lived in hovels, one has only to consider the conditions under
which they were obliged to live. Because they were foreigners,
they were among the worst paid and experienced the worst
working and living conditions. Without modern conveniences
and, unlike their native-born critics, lacking wives or mothers
to provide clean orderly homes, how could they match the
American standard? When one also considers the fact that
foreign workers in McGill lived twelve to sixteen to a tent
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from 1905 until 1909, when the Nevada Consolidated Copper
Company built homes for them, it becomes clearer how much
was expected of them. The new housing, it should be added,
was cramped and lacked running water until the 19505. 17

Like most immigrant workers, the Greeks were young un-
married males, from teenagers to men in their early thirties,
half a world away from the society they knew and effectively
barred from American society. There were three men for every
woman, 18 yet "white" women were off limits to Greeks
and members of other undesirable ethnic groups. Brawling,
wenching, drinking, shooting and other anti-social behavior were
common in the wild, wide-open working man's society of the
Rocky Mountain West. Considering the context in which they
found themselves, the behavior of the Greek immigrant workers
was neither unusual, nor exceptionally bad. As David T. Court-
wright has shown, the American West at this time was es-
sentially a society of young, unmarried men, American-born
and foreign, between the ages of seventeen and thirty, whose
most outstanding negative characteristics were violence and
instability. 19

Boisterous as the Greeks might have been, their behavior
was rarely bad enough to provoke police intervention and
the attention of the press. Of the forty or so incidents con-
cerning Greeks reported in the local newspapers between 1907
and 1910, only a handful dealt with offenses important enough
to require a prison sentence or, as in one case, deportation. Of
course, we should not conclude that, with the exception of the
few cases that made it into the news, the Greeks lived peace-
fully the rest of the time. It is likely there was a great deal
more violent behavior, but that news of it rarely went beyond
the boundaries of the Greek community. As the papers noted
from time to time, the Greeks frequently refused to cooperate
with the authorities and preferred to settle their affairs with-
out outside interference.

White Pine newspapers of the time did little to encourage
understanding of foreign workers. Headlines proclaimed the
nationality of parties involved in altercations with the law,
thereby tainting all Greeks with the misbehavior, proven or
not, of a minority of their countrymen. The word "Greek" ap-
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peared almost daily in the headlines of White Pine newspapers.
Sometimes the articles were not about Greeks, but "Greek" was
used as a synonym for "foreigner." For example, on July 25,
1907, the Ely Weekly Mining Expositor announced "Greek Blind
Pig Pays Fine for Stealing Booze," even though the story
actually involved an Austrian, arrested in the Greek camp for
selling illegal liquor."

Most of the articles, however, did concern Greeks. There
were frequent reports of Greeks involved in brawls. The Ely
Weekly Mining Expositor summed up one fight: "Greeks and
Whites Welch at the Trial: Criminal Complaints Issued As a
Result of the Mixup on the Line Dismissed—Scrappy Greek
Declares It Was a Sellout." 21 Frequently humor, usually of a
heavy-handed sort, was used to describe the Greeks concerned.
For example, on July 25, 1907, the Ely Weekly Mining Expositor
carried the headline: "Greek Says Austrian Stole His Trousers."
The story adds that $30 was also stolen." In any case, the
complaint was thrown out, according to the Ely Weekly Mining
Expositor, because the plaintiff admitted he was wearing the
pants on the day they were stolen. On August 8th, it was re-
ported that the plaintiff was now the defendant, because a
Greek who helped him search for his pants was suing him for
$75 for services rendered.23

Classical allusions were used to remind readers that mod-
ern Greeks were inferior to their ancestors. For example, on
August 15, 1907, the White Pine News compared a brawl in
McGill involving between seventy-five and a hundred men to
Thermopylae and Marathon." As a result of the melee, three
men were arrested for a knifing, but the charges were dropped
when, according to the Ely Daily Mining Expositor, "Even
the fellow who had his chin plastered over with adhesive
plasters, to hold together the wound that had been inflicted
with Bebos' knife, could not recall having seen a knife in
the hands of his assailant,"25 Three years later, after a similar
disturbance, the Ely Daily Mining Expositor found yet another
occasion to speak of ancient Greece:

"When Greek meets Greek," in the old and classical
days of mythology meant a test of skill and endur-
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ance, usually a tug of war; but in the modem days of
decadence when Greek meets Greek the usual result
is a fine in the justice court. This was the case of a
half dozen descendants of Homer and Diogenes, who
were arrested in the little Athens quarter of McGill
yesterday on charges of disturbance of the peace."

Most of the crimes reported by the papers are minor
involving unruly behavior and breaking liquor laws. Several
articles report the arrest of Greeks for selling liquor without
a state license. One such case was reported in the Ely Weekly
Mining Expositor: "Greek All Balled Up Over Licenses: Ar-
rested a Few Times for Selling Bottled Beer—Willing to Pay
Fee, But Can't Get on to Some—of the Intricate Curves." Ac-
cording to the article, D. G. Swertrokopalos, who had a gen-
eral merchandising store in the Ely hotel building, was arrested
for selling liquor without a license. When informed that he
needed a license to sell beer, he bought one from Sheriff
House." A few days later, Swertrokopalos [spelled Swertokios,
this time) was back in court accused of the same crime, but
the plaintiff failed to show and the case was thrown out."
In a similar case, the Ely Daily Mining Expositor explained that
George Penis, who had been convicted the day before of selling
liquor in McGill, was acquitted of a second charge of selling
liquor without a license, after a defense of double jeopardy.'
On the 28th of November, 1907, the White Pine News re-
ported that Nick Manos was fined $116 in McGill for sell-
ing liquor without a license." While reporting the infrac-
tions of local liquor laws, the newspaper articles made it clear
that local law enforcement officers systematically harassed
Greeks and occasionally stooped to entrapment. On November
6, 1907, the Ely Daily Mining Expositor referred to "a crusade
against Greeks who were selling liquor" by local peace officers."

In 1910, four Greeks made the news for white-slaving and
running brothels. On October 19, 1910, the Ely Daily Mining
Expositor began a series of stories about a Theros Poulakidas
who was arrested for having savagely beaten the "white woman"
on whose earnings he had been living." Poulakidas was finally
released six weeks later, because the state failed to give him
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a speedy trial. Effie 0. Read credits two Greeks, Harry Loukas
and Tony Koares, with founding Steptoe by erecting the first
building there, the Athena, a brothel." Loukas's pandering
got him into the news several times. The White Pine News
reported that Loukas was arrested for bringing a minor into
White Pine County for the purpose of putting her to work
in a brothel. "Loukas is well known in McGill," the article
concludes, "where he formerly conducted a barber shop in
the Greek quarters. Recently it is alleged he has been associated
in the management of a saloon and dance hall business at the
`Rag Dump,' a notorious resort located outside the townsite
lines in McGill."" On January 31, 1913, the Ely Record re-
ported that "White Slavers, Harry Loukas and Cyclone Lefty,
will be tried in Federal Court at Salt Lake City February 12th."
A few months later, on the twenty-first of March, the Ely
Record noted that Loukas was in Leavenworth awaiting deporta-
tion with several more of his countrymen who were arrested
for breaking a recently enacted federal law which made it
illegal for aliens to run "immoral houses or living upon the
earnings of women of the underworld."

In spite of their more substantial contributions to the
economic life of the district, the occasional run-ins of Greek
immigrants with the law, combined with the racism of the
native-born Americans, fueled speculation that they posed a
threat to the wider community. As newspaper accounts sug-
gest, a wary eye was kept on these Southern Europeans. Local
law enforcement officers were constantly on the lookout for
illegal behavior and regularly went through the Greek neigh-
borhoods in search of it. Americans also seemed to feel that
it was their duty to report suspicious behavior by Greeks. Not
unexpectedly, the Greeks felt harassed and persecuted. The
extent of this mistrust can be found in the story, pieced to-
gether from various sources, of the shooting of Constable
Davis in 1908, an event described by Elliott as the "climax
of anti-foreign feeling in McGill.""

Constable Sam Davis was disliked by Greeks who felt
that he was always out to get them. On the day of the shoot-
ing, Davis was in McGill looking for a load of stolen lumber
when he came upon Tony Vasilopoulos, who was sawing
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lumber to build a stable. In court, Davis testified that he
thought that he recognized the lumber and was questioning
Vasilopoulos about it when the latter pulled out a pistol and
shot him. Vasilopoulos testified that Davis fired first, wound-
ing a horse, and that he shot back in self defense.

Wounded, Davis fled and called for help, with the result
that law enforcement officers and others not legally deputized
swarmed through McGill's Greektown in search of Vasilopou-
los and his alleged confederates. The Tonopah Sun contains
an account of what happened that day:

A serious time bordering on riots has been the ex-
perience of Ely for several days with the Greek
populations of the district. Constable Sam N. Davis
was shot and wounded by a Greek, and another who
refused to surrender paid for his folly with his life.
All Greeks were rounded up and the undesirable ones
loaded in [box) cars to be shipped out of town. No
provision having been made for their fare, the rail-
way refused to carry them and they were given their
liberty. Again they were rounded up and a number of
the men who had pretended to be penniless and un-
able to pay their way out of town, paid their fare and
went out in a passenger coach.

After Davis was shot all the officers in the town,
together with several possees of citizens, started after
the murderous Greeks who had started their trouble
where the smelter is under construction. One or two
of the Greeks who had taken part in the shooting
had taken to the hills. Yardmaster James A. Smith
with an engine and crew started down the track in
pursuit of one. He was overtaken where he, with a
rifle in hand, was trying to hide beneath a bank.
When commanded to surrender he made motions
meaning "go to hell." Smith fired and hit the man in
the right leg. The man still refused and another bullet
struck him in the cheek. He was picked up and taken
to town where he died on the operating table....
He proved to not be the man who shot Davis.'
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The Sun was incorrect in saying that the Greeks were rioting,
for, as became very clear in retrospect, it was the Greeks who
were the victims of the day's events.

White Pine papers kept emotions high, reporting daily
that Davis was on the verge of dying and that the authorities
would soon charge Vasilopoulos with murder. The desire to
avenge Davis's death—originally thwarted when the mob was
prevented from lynching Vasilopoulos—was ultimately left un-
satisfied because the constable unexpectedly recovered. In the
meantime, tensions remained high, and unfounded rumors cir-
culated that there would be, as the Ely Daily Mining Expositor
put it, "a general uprising of the Greek residents" of McGill.
To its credit, the Expositor concluded "there was no founda-
tion for such a report." 37

There was little likelihood that so few Greeks, however
foolhardy, would consider mounting a revolt against the local
authorities. What we do see, however, is that the Greeks were
perceived as a dangerous, destabilizing, and almost overwhelm-
ing force that needed to be either controlled, or, better yet,
expelled from the district. An unrelated gunshot death of a
Greek businessman two days after the Davis shooting provoked
additional fears that some sort of Greek "Black Hand" society,
operating in White Pine County, was behind all the troubles.'
When Davis failed to die, Vasilopoulos was charged with
attempted murder. At the same time, the death of Dimitris
Kalampokas, who was shot by Superintendent Smith, was ig-
nored by the authorities.

The incident resulted in such fear of the Greeks that there
were demands that they be thrown out of the district. Im-
mediately following the Davis shooting, as the Tonopah Sun
reported, a large number of men was rounded up, and local
newspapers claimed that the district would soon be rid of un-
desirable Greeks. On January 22, 1908, the White Pine News
printed the following report:

Loaded into two box cars, herded together by armed
guards, nearly a hundred Greeks passed last night
in Ely waiting to be transported to some other point,
most probably to Cobre. This will be done, it is stated,
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this morning. All of the men were found to be un-
employed, and as result of the high feeling caused by
the shooting of Deputy Constable Sam Davis, were
rounded up."

The Ely Daily Mining Expositor, reflecting the sense of moral
superiority of the "White" community, gave the same story
biblical overtones: "Yesterday afternoon every unemployed
Greek was rounded up ... and the good culled from the bad.
Those who were industrious were allowed to remain, while
those who were undesirable were told to pack their belongings
at once."" The next day, a White Pine News editorial gave
its approval to the enterprise: "The taking of unemployed
Greeks from McGill, where they were a menace to peace, was
a move that appears to have been wise and timely. "41

In the end the undesirable Greeks were saved by the profit
motive because, as the Expositor reported in the article cited
above, the Nevada Northern Railway refused to haul the Greeks
for free, and, as a result, they had to be released. Interestingly
enough, of the eighty-five men locked in the boxcars, only
twenty were still there the following morning, and those had
decided to leave White Pine County.'

At one point, the men in the boxcars were asked to pay
the expense of their expulsion themselves, but they declined
saying they did not have any money, which a later search proved
to be untrue. The attempt of the Greeks to avoid paying for
their own mistreatment was interpreted as evidence of their
cunning in an Ely Daily Mining Expositor editorial:

These Greeks are a foxy lot, with both eyes peeled
for the main chance, for dimes as well as dollars.
That fake row which half a dozen of them worked
up here yesterday for the purpose of saving railroad
fare to Cobre, thinking that it would result in their
deportation, is a fair sample of their methods. They
all plead poverty; but when sent to jail, instead of to
the depot, and were searched, each carried a big roll
of bills concealed about his person. They are no good
to any community."
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Initially there seems to have been little doubt in the American
community as to who was in the wrong, and who had the
moral right and obligation to chastise not only Constable Davis's
assailants, but any and all potential wrongdoers. Enthusiasm for
purging the Greek community seems to have subsided after a
few days and, as a footnote to the event, a rather confused
editorial in the White Pine News suggested that the Greeks
themselves had promised to rid their community of undesirables."

The first crack in the morality story of White civiliza-
tion versus the swarthy Southern European others followed an
argument between Charles Coleman, the defense attorney for
the Greeks, and Chief Deputy Butler who arrested several
Greeks only because they had witnessed the shooting. Coleman
argued that the men should be charged or released. At the
end of the argument, Butler turned in his badge."

The Greek side of the story had yet to be heard. 0 Ergatis
[The Worker), a Greek newspaper published weekly in Salt
Lake City, carried the following version of the events:

Constable Davis, who was always harassing Greeks,
went to criticize Greeks who were building a stable,
saying that they had stolen the wood. In the ensu-
ing fight, Constable Davis pulled out his pistol and
fired at the Greek, Antonis Vasilopoulos, but the
bullet missed and wounded a horse. The constable
fired and immediately the Greek seeing himself in
danger pulled out a pistol and wounded the con-
stable. The constable instantly got on a carriage and
rushed to the Company barns where he called on
everyone to come to his aid, and arming themselves,
they pursued the fleeing fugitive Vasilopoulos. Later
they got on a locomotive and gaining great speed,
they caught up with him, but he managed to hide
from them. Unfortunately, however, by coincidence,
they met another Greek, Diamantis Kalampokas, who
was running to help Vasilopoulos and on firing they
killed him."

The article adds that the Greeks were disarmed and that,
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when Vasilopoulos was arrested, the crowd wanted to lynch
him.

Dimitris Koromilas, the Greek consul-general in Wash-
ington, D. C., on being informed of the mistreatment of Greeks
in White Pine County, appealed directly to Elihu Root, then
secretary of state, who, in turn, convinced Governor Sparks
to take action. District Attorney Eddy charged Yardmaster
Smith with the murder of Dimitris {or Diamantisj Kalampo-
kas, "apparently without provocation or just cause." Accord-
ing to the Ely Daily Mining Expositor, District Attorney Eddy
explained that Governor Sparks, after conferring with Sec-
retary of State Root, had instructed him to act on the demand
of Koromilas "that a complete and thorough investigation be
made of the killing of Kalampokas, the shooting of Davis;
the particulars of the shooting of George Boremas ... and the
threatened deportment of a number of Greeks from McGill." 47

On the eleventh of March, an editorial in the White Pine
News, addressing local feelings that the affair was none of
the Greek government's business, quite reasonably noted that,
under similar circumstances, "we would probably yell lustily
for the rushing of battleships and the whole paraphernalia of
war to the waters of the south of Europe." In the same editorial,
the News admitted there might have been some hot-headed
haste, but, maintaining its anti-Greek position, added, "The
spilling of the •blood of an officer incited hatred of a class
that had not been felt to be desirable, but at one stage of the
development of the camp, it was absolutely necessary in order
that its progress might not be brought to a standstill at the
expense of the entire community." The editor justified the
killing of an innocent man, because it was committed in the
belief that the community was being protected."

Under the headline "Grecian Government Wants Re-
venge," the Tonopah San commented: "Hitherto the killing
of the Greek has not been considered by many as the serious
affair that it may turn out to be. The idea of international
complications was by many laughed to scorn." 49 The Ely Daily
Mining Expositor cited G. Sodr (Sotir), a Greek, who agreed
that outside interference was unnecessary: "He said that the
Greeks themselves are more to blame for what has occurred at
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the smelter than anyone else, and he had five of them arrested
yesterday for disturbing the peace of his place of business."
0 Ergatis, on the other hand, was almost lyrical in its praise
for Koromilas, "the Greek in America who for so long has
seemed unprotected has, in the person of the Greek ambas-
sador, acquired a loving, worthy, and energetic protector." 5°

Once the case went to trial, it became evident that Davis,
not Vasilopoulos, was responsible for the uproar in McGill's
Greektown. According to the White Pine News, Vasilopoulos's
defense lawyer, Coleman, in questioning Davis about his con-
duct, brought up examples of his behavior showing him to
be a "quarrelsome and otherwise bad citizen." The same article
also quotes the testimony of Nick Raverty (also called Ravedy,
or Nevedy, by White Pine newspapers), who knew Davis in
Colorado, "where he had the reputation of being a gun man
and was involved in more or less trouble." 5 ' On May 30th,
the White Pine News printed more testimony damaging to
Davis: "L. R. Willis . . . swore that he heard Davis say about
a half hour before he was shot that he `guessed he'd have to
kill a few of those   " It also cited the eye-witness
testimony of Jim Karigiannis, who said that Davis was the
first to fire."

Smith, the man who shot Kalampokas, was let off a few
weeks later even though he "had not been a legalized officer
at the time of the shooting."" Vasilopoulos was sentenced for
shooting Davis, though the sentence was later overturned.
Elliott, when asked if this event was as decisive as claimed,
agreed that it did change the relationship of the Greek workers
vis-à-vis the law for the better. The racism which precipitated
this event, among many others, took much longer to fade away.M

Regardless of how the papers reacted, the fact that the
justice system was obliged to take account of the Greek citizens
living in Nevada and extend its protection to them is significant.
This does not mean that everything changed for the better im-
mediately, especially as long as the jurors were predominantly
"White," but the trial and its results mesa have given people
cause for reflection. What is important is the affirmation of
the principle of equal rights for all, including foreign workers,
under the law. There is no evidence that the law itself dis-
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criminated against the Greek immigrants, but the question of
how anti-Greek attitudes influenced the behavior of law en-
forcement officers and jurors •deserves further study.

The Greeks did not passively accept mistreatment or preju-
dice against them and, as their tormentors learned, were prompt
to respond with violence when provoked. In one example, the
Ely Weekly Mining Expositor reported that three Greek men,
Gart Cans, John Cant, and Richard Doe, were arrested for
assaulting and attempting to kill an American in East Ely.
Their defense was that he had provoked and insulted them."
According to Louis Cononelos, "Greeks were more inclined to
settle differences with American foremen by Old Testament-
type revenge rather than seek judicial recourse." 55 The Ely
papers report at least two such instances. In one, Greek workers
attacked the foreman of their track-laying crew." The other,
described as a "race war" on the ore line involving Greek
workers and their foreman, Lyndon Osborne, whose shoulder
was dislocated, went to court, but the case was thrown out be-
cause of conflicting evidence."

The name of Nick Ravedy, owner of the National Barber-
shop in Ely, appears frequently in local papers, because he
tried repeatedly to use the law to fight anti-Greek behavior.
In October 1907, he sued three men for writing "Greek" with
axle grease on his shop window. For reasons not explained in
the article, the jury returned a not guilty verdict almost im-
mediately.59 With the help of John Macart and the support of
Greek merchants in Ely, James Demetrakopoulos and Andrew
Papas, Ravedy collected affidavits from Greek workers who
claimed that they had been forced to pay bribes to get jobs
or to keep them." A letter from Ravedy, dated December 12,
1908, to the Ely Daily Mining Expositor summarizes his
position:

I want to deny through your columns that the cause
of my and other people's objections to the grafting
practiced on the foreign laborers in the district is due
to any factional jealousy or wrangle.... I do know
and can prove by affidavits that have been signed by
men who were victims of the system, that the money
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is collected from them for the benefit of the superin-
tendent at Copper Flat, in one case, who received
between $1,200 and $1,700 from that source.'

That a Greek would have the temerity to challenge the status
quo provoked indignant responses from the White Pine News
which accused Ravedy and the others of being interferring "out-
side Greeks?'" On the following day, another article con-
tinued in the same vein:

The charges made by the grand jury against Superin-
tendent Vanderhoeff of Nevada Consolidated are
difficult to accept. This is particularly true among those
acquainted with the untruthfulness of the Greek when
it comes to internal strife engendered by greed among
members of the race. From such facts as the News
has been able to gather since the Greek charges came
to public attention several weeks ago, it would seem
that the trouble makers of the race in the camp have
not hesitated to create perjury among their own kind,
to the serious injury of innocent parties ..."

As we see, for the White Pine News, the ethnic background
of the parties involved was an important consideration in deter-
mining the validity and truth of their complaints. On the other
hand, in a statement which suggests that he accepted the truth
of the allegations, District Attorney Reeves promised that the
grafting would be stopped." Elliott points out that the charges
were never substantiated and the case was quietly dropped."

Nevertheless, it is important to keep in mind that the
strike of 1912 in White Pine County, to be discussed next,
was the continuation of a much larger one which had started
in Utah where the same problem of graft was the primary
complaint of the Greek strikers there who held out until the
company promised to put an end to the practice."

Once the economic infrastructure of White Pine County
was complete and the unions tamed, the Wild West atmosphere
of the mining camps slowly died out. Many of those who came
only to save money returned to Greece, leaving behind those
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who had decided that their future was in this country. The
Greeks who arrived single and unhampered by any of their
traditional social institutions, in the meantime, established
churches, social organizations, and coffee houses. Some found
wives and started families, As they gradually became better
established in White Pine County, the anti-Greek attitude of
the press became less vehement, and occasionally the news-
papers discovered reasons to praise the local Greeks.

The Company donated land in McGill for the first Greek
Orthodox Church in White Pine County. Established in 1905,
St. Barbara's Greek Orthodox Church has the honor of being
one of the first Greek Orthodox churches west of the Missis-
sippi. A few years later in 1910, St. Alexios Greek Orthodox
Church was built in Ely. All of these changes contributed to
the gradual accommodation of the Greek community in White
Pine County.

The arrival in May 1910 of the new Greek priest in
Ely, for example, provided the opportunity, rare in the early
days, for good press:

With a pomp and dignity that recalls to one's imagina-
tion the early days of the Grecian republics, Reverend
Georgiou completed the last end of an eight thousand
mile journey last night to act as priest for the Greek
Community of Nevada!"

As the description of Father Georgiou's arrival suggests, the
priest served as a visible symbol of not only the Orthodox
Church, but of Greek culture and civilization. His presence in
White Pine County affirmed and gave concrete expression to
the spiritual world which the immigrants had carried with them.

The Greeks began cultivating members of the local estab-
lishment almost as soon as they started arriving in the district,
as evidenced by an article from 1907 in the White Pine News,
where the celebration following Easter services is described.
The participation of "several invited guests" is noted, "amongst
them prominent members of the Ely bar." Preceding a "regular
banquet," all those present were treated to a lecture on "patri-
otism and good citizenship" from Mr. Demetrios Anargiros,
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the Greek consul." It is difficult to measure from reading the
newspaper accounts the success of these attempts at public
relations; perhaps it is enough to simply note the absence of
superciliousness and racist comments which normally accom-
panied references to Greeks.

The festivals of the Orthodox Church permitted Greek
immigrants to present their best face to the community at large.
A few days before the arrival of Father Georgiou, the Greeks
in McGill celebrated Easter and, as the White Pine News
commented:

At McGill, beside the church observations of the oc-
casion, the Greek population united in giving a demon-
stration in which they invited the participation of all
nations and played the host well. They had guests
from all over the district."

According to the Ely Daily Mining Expositor, which also
covered the event on its front page, "150 lambs and 100 barrels
of beer [were) used in the feast." The Expositor also described
the entertainment:

A special orchestra was obtained from Salt Lake for
the occasion, and the Greeks danced all afternoon to
the strains of their native instruments. The Greeks were
also entertained by a young lady from the Utah capital,
who rendered a number of selections in the Hellenic
language."

Even before the Greek community had its own church
and permanent priest, Orthodox festivals provided an avenue
for improving relations with the community at large. The
Easter celebrations of the Greeks frequently made the news.
The feasting was gargantuan: lambs roasted on a spit, Easter
eggs, beer by the barrel. The food was followed with music
provided by local and imported talent and dancing. The day
included athletic events which featured a marathon race from
McGill to Ely. 0 Ergatis carried the following rather dubious
results of the Easter 1908 marathon: "Theodoros Alexopoulos,
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of the village Louka in Mantineia, was judged the winner hav-
ing run a distance of three miles in less than 10 minutes.""

According to the Ely Daily Mining Expositor, on the eve
of the 1912 strike: "The estimated Greek population in the
district is as follows: At McGill, 600; Copper Flat, 400; Giroux,
250; Veteran, 150; Nevada Northern employees, 150; residents
of Ely, 50, a total of 1600.'2 The Greek population statistics
were included in the Expositor's reporting of the call to arms
of the Greek government, which needed men for the Balkan
Wars. "Many of the local Greeks belong to the Pan-Hellenic
Henosis or union which has a membership in this country of
25,000. It will force all its members to respond to the call to
arms as soon as they learn more particulars regarding it.""
If the Pan-Hellenic Union truly expected all of the Greek im-
migrants to enlist in the Greek army, it was being excessively
optimistic.74 Almost 90% of the men had already served once
in the Greek army, as the Expositor found in an informal sur-
vey, and many were not interested in fighting again. Many
had mortgaged family land in Greece to pay for their passage
to America, and could not afford to return until it was paid
off. Still others had promised to pay dowries for sisters or
had other commitments, such as new families in this country,
which took precedence. Often the married men stayed while
the single ones left.

As long as the economy of White Pine County was ex-
panding and there were abundant jobs for unskilled laborers,
the Greek immigrant community continued to flourish in spite
of the opposition its existence provoked. However, over a period
of five years, from 1912 to 1917, changing conditions led to
the decline of the Greek community. The 1912 strike signaled
the end of the boom in jobs and the tightening of company
control over life in McGill and elsewhere in the county. At
the same time, the war in the Balkans inspired several hundred
White Pine Greeks to return to their homeland. As the econ-
omy of White Pine County cooled, many Greek immigrants
moved to other parts of Nevada and the U.S., where their
economic prospects were better. In the end, the Greeks left
White Pine County for political and economic reasons, not
because of anti-Greek feelings which, considering the poverty
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that they left behind in their homeland, they were willing to
put up with.

The 1912 strike permanently changed the fortune of the
Greek community in White Pine County. According to Cono-
nelos, this was "the most important strike in the metal mining,
milling and smelting industry involving Greek labor in the
Intermountain West."" The Western Federation of Miners,
which had organized the non-union industry, went on strike
demanding recognition of the union and a wage increase. On
September 17, 1912, the strike started in Bingham, Utah, and
on October 14th, the WFM issued a general strike order in
White Pine County. In order to break the strike, Nevada Con-
solidated exploited divisions among the workers and brought
in "professional strikebreakers from the Waddell-Mahon Cor-
poration." In the resulting violence, two Greek strikers, George
Prinaris and George Pappas, were killed, and others, including
Nick Economulos, were wounded. Nevada Consolidated gave its
workers the desired wage increase, but refused to recognize
the union. In mid-November the strike ended with the defeat
of the union."

It is hard to say what motivated one man to return to
Greece and another to remain, but it seems reasonable to as-
sume that the outcome of the strike in McGill, especially after
the company reneged on its promise to rehire the strikers, con-
vinced some men who otherwise might have remained to
leave. Moreover, the violence of the strike, which set pro-
union men against those who supported the company and
Greek against Greek, might have had unpleasant long-term con-
sequences if so many had not chosen to leave at this time.
Less than two weeks after the burials of Pappas and Prinaris,
the White Pine News announced that almost 250 Greeks from
McGill had left to join the Greek army and that many others
would join them after pay day." At the same time, nationals of
other Balkan countries were also returning to their homelands,
with the almost unexpected result that the nativists who had
been looking forward to their departure, started having sec-
ond thoughts as they considered the significance of the loss of
large numbers of foreign laborers.

On November 15, 1912, the Ely Record quoted the Mining
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and Scientific Press concerning the effect on the mining in-
dustry of departure of Greek laborers for Balkan Wars.
"If the war is protracted it is likely to assume an unprecedented
degree of practical importance to the American public, accus-
tomed to regard disturbances in the Balkans as of similar sig-
nificance to growing pains." Although the author could not
forgo an opportunity for yet another racial slur, his article
made it clear that racism can be restrained by economic self-
interest." In 1917, less than five years later, the illusion that
this country was isolated from the problems of Europe would
end with America's declaration of war on Germany. On the
twentieth of December, the Goldfield Tribune reported that
another sixty Greeks left Ely the previous Monday, the third
group to do so, to fight the Turks" The departure of so many
Greek workers in such a short time probably eased the anti-
pathy against those who remained. There were now fewer
Greeks in White Pine County, and, as a result of the strike,
those who remained were most likely reconciled to the pater-
nalistic control of the Company.

The involvement of the U.S. in World War I in 1917,
gave the Greeks who remained in White Pine County an op-
portunity to prove that they were capable of an enviable patri-
otism. The Greeks organized patriotic demonstrations in
McGill and Ely, which brought them unaccustomed praise
from many fronts. The White Pine News gave the program
for the day which included a "monster parade" and ended its
comments thus: "Such demonstrations ... bespeak a true and
patriotic spirit for the prominent business men, members of the
Greek community in this section who have affairs in charge,
as well as the stalwart boys who can be looked upon to give
splendid account of themselves when the country needs their
aid."" The Ely Record quoted Ely Mayor Witcher who said
of the demonstration:

Americans could take a lesson in patriotism from for-
eign-born citizens, who perhaps appreciated American
liberties, principles and opportunities even more than
those whose forefathers had shed their blood to acquire
these great privileges... 81
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Elsewhere in the same issue, the Ely Record wrote:

On Sunday last there was a genuine outpouring of
patriotism for the Stars and Stripes at both McGill and
Ely.... This demonstration has awakened a strong
feeling of confidence and respect in the hearts of
Americans for Greek residents of the district, which
will draw the races closer together in business and
social relations as the years go by. Not only this, but
the demonstration was good for the Greeks themselves,
who now have a more kindly feeling for this country
than ever before.82

The White Pine News was the most enthusiastic:

One of the most patriotic demonstrations ever wit-
nessed was that of last Sunday when upwards of 400
sons of Greece turned out and paraded thru [sic) the
streets of McGill and Ely, marching behind the Stars
and Stripes and the flag of their mother country, to
the strains of the martial music furnished by the union
band. No finer body of men could be brought to-
gether in any community and this demonstration, the
first of its kind, has done much to create a better
feeling between the native sons of America and their
loyal supporters, who, while born in Greece, now ap-
preciate the benefits of America.83

Perhaps the best compliment came on the same page in a note
which announced that the Austrians were planning their own
patriotic demonstration for the following Sunday.

In the months that followed, the Greeks found other more
concrete ways to show their patriotism. On the 27th of July,
1917, the Ely Record published the names of 400 men listed
listed by the local Draft Board. Almost a quarter of the names are
Greek, many of whom were later drafted or enlisted." The
Greeks also supported the war by buying war bonds. The Ely
Record reports that a meeting of Greeks in McGill raised al-
most $9,000. 85 The patriotic activities of the Greeks, the trans-
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formation of the Greek community from a mob of wild-eyed,
young single men to respectable citizens and family men, and
the ability of the Greeks to establish their own institutions
and to make the best possible use of local ones, earned them
the toleration if not enthusiastic acceptance of the local native-
born Americans.

In McGill, paradoxically, anti-foreign feeling was pre-
served because of Nevada Consolidated's paternalistic efforts,
at the beginning of the century, to mitigate its effects by divid-
ing up the town according to ethnic groups. Except for the
Serbians, those from the Austro-Hungarian Empire were settled
in the northern, or upper, part of McGill. The Serbians and
the Greeks, who were all Eastern Orthodox, were assigned the
southern, or lower, part of the townsite. Japanese workers who
came a bit later were assigned an area south of the Austrian
town. As Elliott points out, the population of McGill was also
arranged according to economic and social status:

with those holding the lower-paying positions living in
Lower Town and Upper Town, white-collar workers
and craftsmen in Middle Town, and the best housing,
reserved for the general manager and other super-
visory personnel, in an area commonly referred to as
the Circle. The low point of the economic and social
scales centered in the foreign communities: Jap, Austri-
an, and Greek towns.

The clearly defined ethnic neighborhoods prolonged ethnic
rivalries and hatreds. If a "White" woman married a Greek,
for example, she could move to Greektown with him, but
the couple could not move into a "White" part of town."
In White Pine County, McGill was unique for its division along
racial, ethnic, and cultural lines. Nevada Consolidated and the
railroad also set up work units according to ethnic and racial
background, a practice justified in the early part of the cen-
tury by the problem of communicating with foreign workers
who often spoke little or no English. Outside of McGill and
the workplace, and with the exception of a few ethnic clubs,
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White Pine residents seem to have been free to live and shop
wherever they wished.

Throughout the U.S., anti-foreign feeling remained strong
into the 1930s. The war in Europe increased isolationist senti-
ments, while the October Revolution of 1917 in Russia pro-
voked a "Red scare" whose easiest targets were unions and
their members, and foreigners. Army chief of staff, General
Leonard Wood, demanded that all "bolsheviks" be deported
in "ships of stone with sail of lead, with the wrath of God
for a breeze and with hell for their first port. 87 President
Wilson's attorney general, A. Mitchell Palmer, ignoring rights
guaranteed by the Constitution, led a campaign to identify sub-
versives. At his order, hundreds of aliens were 'deported, and
American citizens with leftist views were turned over to state
governments for presecution under vaguely worded "criminal
syndicalism" statutes." The racing that inspired Wood and
Palmer led to the restrictive immigration laws of 1917 and
1927, which "branded many of the peoples of the earth as
innately inferior and unsuitable for admission into the United
States."89 The most radical of the laws, the 1924 National
Origins Act, contained an immigration formula "that strongly
favored applicants from northern and western Europe, and
eliminated almost entirely those from southern and eastern
Europe.""

In the decade after World War I, while American na-
tivism achieved its most extreme expression in Washington,
D.C., it seems to have subsided in White Pine County along
with the economy of the district. In the early 1920s, Nevada
Consolidated scaled down its operations which, according to
Solon Cononelos, led to the departure of several hundred more
Greek immigrant workers."

In 1924, the Ku Klux Klan sought to exploit nativistic
prejudice against foreigners in order to establish itself in the
northwestern part of the United States. According to Craig F.
Swallow, the KKK tried to expand into Nevada, but recruited
few members in the northern part of the state and disbanded
before it could make a lasting impression." Unlike its jour-
nalistic predecessors, which in the previous decade so often
embraced nativistic racism, the Ely Record gave a cool welcome
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to the Klan with an editorial borrowed from the Reno Gazette:
"The klan will get along with the people of Nevada just as
long as it conducts itself in orderly, neighborly fashion, and
does not set about making mischief...."" Elliott recalls watch-
ing unmasked Klan members march once in Ely, but says
they were never a problem in the district. One newspaper ac-
count describes what happened when Klan members burned a
cross in Ely. "The klan display was greeted by a counter
demonstration when a flaming circle was ignited on the hill
opposite the burning cross. That is taken as an indication that
the knights of the flaming circle, the anti-klan organization is
being formed in this district.""

A few favorable articles does not mean that racism dis-
appeared from White Pine County, just that it was of a more
sullen variety that affects the everyday relations of people
without inspiring them to paroxysms of violence. According to
Elliott, it expressed itself in unstated barriers which for a long
time prevented workers from Greece from moving up accord-
ing to their abilities. The fear of treacherous aliens resurfaced
when the U.S. entered WWII. According to Solon Cononelos,
Company officials invited his father and other immigrant Greeks
they trusted to identify "Greeks who hated America," because
they feared sabotage." The strength of the anti-Greek bias is
especially remarkable, because, by the time of Pearl Harbor,
the Greeks had given the Axis powers and the world clear
proof of whose side they were on.

Nevertheless, change did come to White Pine County. The
children of the immigrants went to the same public schools
and, afterwards, they played together on public playing fields.
Elliott feels that sports served more than anything else to
bring people together. Team members were chosen according
to athletic ability, not ethnic background. When McGill played
baseball against Ruth, for example, the parents of the players
sat shoulder to shoulder and cheered their children." The social
and cultural barriers that had been weakened in the twenties
and thirties came crumbling down as a result of the Second
World War. According to William Flangas, whose father was
one of the early Greek immigrants in White Pine County, all
the young men went into the army to defend their country,
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and this prolonged absence from their ethnic communities had
transformed them into Americans by the time they returned
home at the end of the war. "We mixed and married anyone
we wanted."" Fr. Caesar Caviglia, a Roman Catholic priest
whose parents immigrated from Italy to McGill, points out
that the barriers separating the neighborhoods disappeared when,
in 1953, Kennecot Corporation, finally abdicating its pater-
nalistic role, sold the company town of McGill to its residents."
Although they can now live wherever they want, the few Greeks
left in McGill still reside in "Greektown." Most of those who
remain are too old to think of going elsewhere. Their children
moved away a long time ago, going as far as their talents would
take them, wherever there were new opportunities. Many of
them now live in Reno and Las Vegas where some are active
in politics and others in the professions." Like their Slavic and
Italian counterparts, they have 'become fully assimilated.
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98ER, 9 May 1924.
"Ely Times quoted in The Carson City Daily Appeal, 7 November

1924. It is interesting to compare this account to one about anti-Klan
activities across the border in Utah given by Helen Z. Papanikolas:
"Catholics answered the Klan with a circle of fire on the opposite
mountain. Greeks, Italians, South Slays, and Irish-Catholic railroad
men formed an elaborate spy system that revealed who the Klansmen
were. Wary, then fearful, the Klan disbanded." P. 430. According
to Craig F. Swallow, the Klan was short-lived in northern Nevada.
He presents no evidence of Klan activity in Ely after the second cross
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maturely. Swallow, pp. 42, 107, 114, 123.
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Reverence of the Icon:
Byzantine Reflections

by THALIA VRACHOPOULOS

The recent Artemis Schwebel exhibition at the Angel Oren-
sanz Foundation Center for the Arts was a stunning tour de force
of color and expressionist line. The show, entitled Reverence of
the Icon: Byzantine Reflections, was composed of nine oil-on-
wood panels containing references to Byzantium, autobiograph-
ical elements, as well as universal issues.

In these works, Schwebel is alluding to religious iconogra-
phy, but also to the conflict that exists perpetually between an
artist and his public. This alienation of the artist who creates
alone in a world that may not always understand his output is
evidenced in images of the lone creator. Monastic Elements is one
such panel that mirrors the pathos and agony of this divide. In
this self-portrait, the artist is depicted as the sole figure torn be-
tween two opposing colors, a blue-green to his left and a golden
yellow to his right. He is shown tangled in barbed wire, possibly
signaling the inner turmoil of a man struggling with his multi-
national heritage, his relationship to the viewer, or even the quest
to come to terms with that which to an individual represents the
divine. To Schwebel, the spiritual exists in his painting rather

THALIA VRACHOPOULOS is an adjunct professor at Marymount Man-
hattan and at Borough of Manhattan Colleges. She teaches the His-
tory of Art and has developed and taught courses in Islamic, Russian,
Far Eastern and Surveys of Western Arts. She is an A.B.D., Ph.D.
with the University and Graduate School of the City of New York.
Vrachopoulos has curated exhibitions and published her essays in
several journals and catalogues. She is presently completing her dis-
sertation on the modernist Jean Xceron, one of the progenitors of
American Abstraction.
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than in any religious doctrine, and it is suffused with the positive
meaning that renders man worthwhile.

The spiritual is seen in such works as Hava Hodegetria #1
and #2, in which the image of the artist's wife and son appear
to be posed similarly to traditional Byzantine icons of the
Madonna Hodegetria (Guide) with Child. Hava Hodegetria
and Child (see illustration No. 1) is wrought with complex sym-
bolism, but is also reflective of Schwebel's adoration of the
family.

The autobiographical unites with the universal to inex-
tricably weave the various multileveled concerns with which the
artist creates his imagery. To the left on Hodegetria #2, and
to the right in #1, appear images of the monastery at Mystras,
situated on Mount Taygetos, under which Schwebel was reared.
The monastic community was the last holdout of Byzantium
and is situated in Sparta, Greece. Schwebel obsessively depicts
his childhood memories of Mount Taygetos as if, in fact, its
acme was representative of that which is unfathomable, pro-
found. Hodegetria #1 is depicted on a gold background like
that of traditional iconography, signifying the divine realm.
Hodegetria #2 is painted on a heavenly blue ground also used
by hagiographers throughout time. This is where the similari-
ties end, for Hava, as opposed to the Madonna's gravity, is
smiling, dressed in modern garb, and actively engaged in a
tickling game with the couple's son, Evrotas.

In this iconoclastic approach, Hodegetria #2 contains further
evidence which harkens back to the artist's own childhood. He
is depicted below the monastery as a miniaturized figure, lovingly
gazing at the Hava Hodegetria with Child. Schwebel has recon-
figured his own image in the style of Byzantine iconography in
which Christ is shown as a miniature man to signify His maturity
and wisdom. Psychologically, this element is suggestive of long-
ing to recapture the joy of parental love and childhood experi-
ence. It may also indicate the awesome magnitude of adulation
experienced upon meditation of the divine, which can alter
one's self image to one of youthful innocence.

Schwebel's richly impastoed surfaces and jewel-like colors,
which in their glinting and shimmering qualities stun the
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viewer with their beauty, are correlative to the sublime sensa-
tion felt by one who loves family and the profound. Present
also in his works are suggestive images of one torn and divided
between interdenominational cultures. Born in America, as was
his Jewish father, Schwebel immigrated with his mother to Greece
as a child. Excepting two years of high school in Israel, where
his father later settled, his education took place in Sparta and
Athens.

At the University of Athens he first studied political science,
and later filmmaking and theater. Discovering that his talent
lay in painting, he dedicated himself to this discipline. Instead
of seeking conventional art educational methods he decided to
maintain the purity and powerful impact of the autodidactic
idiom.

There are many precedents for this type of artistic lean-
ing, the most compelling of which are the images of the self-
taught naive Greek artist, Theophilos Hatzimichail. His
Limnios: Kehayias is indicative of the work as a whole, in which
he treats every day life in Greece during the Turkish occupa-
tion at the beginning of the nineteenth century. His unschooled
personal manner is evident in the disproportionate body meas-
urements of the villagers he often portrays, and in simplified
flat areas of color, utilizing mostly line to convey his own, as
well as the character's, mood. It would have been possible for
Schwebel as a student in Athens to have seen Theophilos's work,
as it was available in popular reproductions.

Although the two artists' styles differ, they also hold cer-
tain qualities in common. Both utilize the marine blue back-
ground symbolic of Greece's ocean and sky. Schwebel's is a
brighter and deeper marine, whereas Theophilos's, due to the
use of watercolors, is lighter and more transparent. Schwebel's
use of line, as evidenced in a representational canvas, Parallel
Faiths is stronger, more sure, and more emotional than that of
Theophilos's, which meanders softly along the outline of his
figures. By using line in a nondescriptive manner and in areas
which would not normally contain line, as in his own body seen
in Monastic Elements (see illustration No. 2), Schwebel over-
turns the Renaissance canon of mathematical perspective. By
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acknowledging the two-dimensionality of the surface plane with
his graphic patterns he overturns traditional artistic models to
create his own style. Theophilos's line is used descriptively and
respective of the figure as a whole, albeit not classically pro-
portioned.

The are many paradoxes present in Schwebel's ouevre, fore-
most of which is his use of chiaroscuro in the figures which
at times become sculptural, and, at times, flat and linear. This
is best seen in Monastic Elements, where the artist's image is
sculpturally rendered on the right side of the face, fading into
darkness on the left as if acknowledging the dual nature of
man's physical and noumenous self.

Naive artists often render paintings with a bird's eye view-
point or nonspecific ground plane, rendering simultaneous mul-
tiple viewpoints as do Islamic miniature and Japanese prints.
This proclivity tends to flatten the images and bring them to
the surface of the pictorial plane, resulting in more immediate
and powerful images. Because of this tendency, naive artists have
been held in great esteem by the modern masters. Nineteenth
century artists Manet, Degas, and Cassatt, known collectors of
Japanese prints, support the example of the modern preference
for creating flatness through the use of oblique viewpoints and
flat color. To counter the decadence of modern industrialized
society, Gauguin traveled to Tahiti, and Van Gogh to Arles,
seeking a more tranquil, authentic, uncontaminated environment
in which to create.

Naive or non-Western and tribal sources are multiple for
the twentieth century artist. The Russian avant-garde artist
Mikhail Larionov and his wife Natalia Goncharova found in-
spiration in the naive images of Niko Pirasmanishvili and in
popular commercial signboards. Matisse, Picasso, Braque, and
Vlaminck sought the example of African and tribal sculpture.
The German Expressionists of The Blaue Reiter Kandinsky and
Marc sought to exhibit children's art and that of Eastern origins.
All these artists developed a taste for the pure style and imagery
unsullied by traditional art education, thus working toward at-
taining a similarly powerful immediacy. To be sure, they worked
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ILLUSTRATION No. 1

Hava Ode getria, oil, graphite, on panel 48" X 32", New York 1997



ILLUSTRATION No. 2
Monastic Elements, oil, graphite, on panel 48" X 32", New York 1997
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ILLUSTRATION No. 4
Self, Mystras, oil, graphite, on panel 48" X 32", New York 1997



toward different goals and in varied styles, but all admired
the innocent eye.

Schwebel recalls his memories of the idylls of village life,
but unlike Gauguin and Van Gogh he chose to live in New
York City. Another paradox? Perhaps, 'but this complex in-
dividual is as much a part of the dynamism of city life as he
is of the pastoral past. This comes across not only by his high-
strung use of line but through the intensity of his colors, which
are more like those inspired by man rather than God. Natural
scenes are infused with restful colors, such as blues, greens, and
ochres. Schwebel's colors, in their depth and tenor, are meant
to vibrate or invigorate, as does his use of line, which is evoca-
tive of city rhythms.

In Icon, Self, Image No. 1 (see illustration No. 3), Schwebel
ascends to an apogee to be brought to its destination in Self,
Mystras #4. In the former, his face as a flayed image appears en-
circled by a golden nimbus, through which it breaks. Correlative
to the sudden enlightenment of Zen philosophy, this moment
of realization through the shower of fire called life is witnessed
by his son, Evrotas. Simultaneously, it appears as if Schwebel is
protecting him from the wrath he addresses to Mount Taygetos
by the monastery toward which he faces. The other side of this
Janus-faced image is directed at Evrotas, who appears pensive,
and to whom Schwebel appeals longingly.

The development of this body of work begins with the first
panel, Parallel Faiths, reaches an apex with the Hava Hodegetria
and Child, and climaxes with the self, depicted in the next four
works, Monastic Elements, and Self, Mystras #1, #2 and #4,
As already mentioned, Monastic Elements accommodates some
use of shading, at least on the right side of his self-portrait; the
image as a whole however, dematerializes into the same plane.
The subsequent four self-portraits are rendered conceptually in
abstracted form, deprived of corporeality by their flatnesss and
linearity, manifesting themselves more as signs for the self. In
Self, Mystras #1, for example, Schwebel is shown engaged in a
battle for self-discovery to paint according to His image and His
likeness. He is depicted below Taygetos in a conflagration amid
ruins, and is wounded, bleeding, Self, Mystras #2 finds him at
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the top of a golden Taygetos, looking down at the summit and
gesticulating wildly, while Hava, as a small figure to his left be-
low, looks on in wonder.

The last panel, Self, Mystras #4 (see illustration No. 4),
witnesses the artist alone, with his right hand extended toward
the horizon beyond. He is in sorrowful reverie, bidding adieu
to his past, to the now burnt Mount Taygetos, as he directs his
gaze within. The mountain appears in ashes below his right
arm, and is dwarfed by two other prominent red elevations. All
is about to collapse as it is assimilated and left behind by the
artist who has found himself in his art.

In his treatment of the self and the viewer, the spiritual
and the profane, the family and the crowd, the public and the
personal, Schwebel refers to the dichotomous, in fact, mulivalent,
nature of the human condition.
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Book Reviews

DR. MICHAEL MATSAS, The Illusion of Safety: The Story of the Greek
Jews During the Second World War. New York: Pella Publishing
Company, 1997, 446 pp. $25.00.

Michael Matsas's The Illusion of Safety: The Story of the Greek
Jews During the Second World War is a rare account in many respects.
Its author writes with the authority of someone who lived through
the German occupation and experienced the fear that reigned during
the persecution and deportation of the Jews of Greece. He writes with
the passion of someone who witnessed first-hand the near-complete
destruction of one of the most ancient and flourishing Jewish com-
munities in Europe and is eager to tell the tale in all its horror. He
writes with the anger of someone who saw the Jews abandoned to
their fate by the Allies who knew what was in store for the Jewish
deportees, sometimes even forsaken by their Greek friends and neigh-
bors. The result is one of the most powerful and vivid accounts of
the Holocaust in Greece ever written, one that goes beyond historical
facts and figures but rather tries to get across what it was 'really like
to be there.

The story of the Holocaust in Greece is an uncommon one. Al-
though the Germans occupied Greece in the sping of 1941, the de-
portation of Greek Jews to concentration camps did not start until
two years later and was not complete until the summer of 1944. The
illusion of safety that this interval helped reinforce, coupled with the
strong family ties typical in Mediterranean cultures that kept Jewish
families together till the very end, contributed to the staggering losses
that the Jews of Greece suffered: The percentage of those killed was
a tragic 92%, one of the highest in all of Europe. What had been one
of the most ancient Jewish communities in Europe, one with rich tradi-
tions and culture, and the heart of Sephardic Judaism for centuries,
was nearly completely destroyed by the Germans,

For Matsas, the Holocaust in Greece is not merely a matter of
historical interest; it is a deeply personal issue. He and his immediate
family fled the town of Agrinion, once under Italian control, which
came under German occupation after Italy surrendered. They spent the
war hiding in the mountains, helped by Greek villagers and the
resistance, escaping the dreadful fate that befell most of their friends
and relatives at the hands of the Germans. Those experiences marked
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Matsas's life in the most powerful way; over the years, and even after
his emigration to the United States, he not only preserved those
memories, but sought to enrich them by talking to other survivors
about their experiences. In every page of his account, it is evident that
the author's insight on the topic is uniquely profound and very deeply
personal.

Yet Matsas's intimate involvement in his writing is not at the
cost of historical accuracy; The Illusion of Safety is richly documented
not only with testimonials collected by the author himself, but also
with a wide array of archival references—some of which had never
before been the subject of historical inquiry. The sources of his docu-
mentation are impressively diverse—American, British, Greek, Ger-
man, French, and Hebrew in origin, from government documents to
individual survivor accounts—and support his account in a thorough
and compelling fashion.

The Illusion of Safety is one of very few books ever published
dealing with the plight of Greek Jewry during the Holocaust. In fact,
it is the first, and most comprehensive, such account, published in
English. Matsas covers every aspect of the Holocaust experience of
Greek Jews: He includes in his account the personal memoirs of
several concentration camp survivors (most never before told) that
literally bring to life the unspeakable terror of life and death in
the German killing grounds. Other memoirs cover the gradual im-
plementation of the "Final Solution" in Greece by zone of occupation—
German, Italian, and Bulgarian—as seen by those who experienced it
and lived to tell their story. In a unique and historically fascinating
section, Matsas offers first-hand accounts by Jewish resistance fighters
who joined the organized Greek resistance movement in the mountains
and fiercely fought against the Germans until the country was liberated.
These memoirs, including •the author's own, are presented after an
extensive historical account of the events leading up to the destruc-
tion of the Jewish communities in each zone of occupation.

It is 'both the profound lack of research on •the Holocaust in
Greece and the richness of this book itself that makes The Illusion of
Safety a must-read book not only for those interested in Greek history
and the story of Greek Jews in particular, but also for all serious
Holocaust historians. Its remarkable diversity of content makes The
Illusion of Safety one of a mere handful of in-depth studies devoted
to the Greek Jews' Holocaust experience—one that has been diligently
documented by scarce individual survivors' memoirs and archival ma-
terials. An account of this scope, in fact, is long overdue. Matsas's
book is the first of its kind in over two decades and, published more
than half a century after the war's end, may well be the last of its
kind written by someone who experienced the Holocaust in Greece
first-hand. As historian Steven Bowman points out in a bibliographical
essay that concludes The Illusion of Safety, "Dr. Matsas's study may
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be the final call of Greek Jewry in its own voice." That makes it all
the more poignant and historically significant

— Dr. Moses B. Altsech

Greece: A Traveller's Literary Companion, edited 'by Artemis Leontis.
San Francisco: Whereabouts Press. Pp. 271.

Since ancient times, Greece has been a great, constant attraction
to travellers, thinkers, learners, and explorers—both indigenous and
foreign. This has certainly been due to the beauty of its natural world:
in its variety ranging from its picturesque, gentle or steep mountain
chains and their heights; its ravines; its numerous islands, alluring coves,
and shores and the blue sea surrounding it, on the one hand, and on
the other, to its multi-millenary-long and active history and culture in
its inestimably great intellectual and artistic output. Numerous are the
extant written records of their experiences, impressions and acquirements
in that country. As for guides to its modern times, however, there are
certainly several touristic and other ones, but, as the editor of the pres-
ent publication states in her Preface: "No book has ever introduced
Greece exclusively through modern Greek prose ... no guide book for
travellers has ever followed a contemporary approach to Greece." This
fact served as a powerful challenge for Professor Leontis to adequately
fill the existing void.

In her serious interest, concern, and scholarly as well as emotional
devotion to the study of Modern Greek culture and literature, several
have been her publications, including her book Topographies of
Hellenism: Mapping the Homeland, which was named "an outstand-
ing academic book for 1995" by Choice magazine. The distinction
her present volume is that it is an expertly chosen selection of literary
texts by twenty-three of Greece's outstanding authors of the last hundred
years, which makes it a traveller's guide as well as an interesting select
anthology of modem Greek prose.

In her choosing stories, she comments, "First, I tried to find good
stories, some immediately accessible, others taking the form of an essay
with several narratives, or a modernist story that engages the reader in
a game of catching the referent, or a chronicle that retells local history
through narratives and dialogue with a deeper resonance." Her selec-
tions do in fact range from short stories to parts of novels, to chronicles,
memoirs, travel recollections, descriptions as well as artistic and other
criticism and commentary. "Second," she adds, "there were site-specific
considerations. I worked hard to touch as many geographical regions
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of Greece as possible. I also aimed to represent the range of Greek
worlds I know from ancient sites to places of significance in recent
history." The stories are selected and ordered geographically so as to
reflect Athens, the Peloponnese, Central Greece, the Ionian islands,
Epirus, Thessaly, Macedonia, Thrace, the Eastern Aegean, the Cyclades,
Crete and the Dodecanese—in short, all the major areas of the country.

The earliest author in the selection is the distinguished poet and
short story writer Georgios Drossinis (1859-1951), part of the out-
standing and groundbreaking literary generation of the 1880s led by
Greece's great national poet Kostis Palamas. Drossinis was one of the
transplanters of Parnassianism to Greek letters, and in his tragic short
story "Angel John the Thief," here selected, a father does mistakenly
kill his own beloved daughter. The selection chronologically closes with
young, contemporary, living writers: The prolific Vassilis Vassilikos (b.
1934), the author of the well-known political story "Z," is here rep-
resented by his picturesque and humorous short story "The White
Bear." The Cretan poetess and novelist Rhea Galanaki (b. 1947)
provides her powerful, highly imaginative, dream-like, considerably
surrealistic short story "Black and White," in which a girl, in an-
ticipation of one of Crete's brave revolts, jumps or imagines jumping
on an attractive fighter's horse and starts riding around through locales
of memory and myth to meet with and surpass the feelings of death
haunting her. The novelist Margarita Karapanou (b. 1946) provides
her description of the developments in the risky and dangerous sponge-
fishing in Kalymnos, the Dodecanesean island. The novelist Eugenia
Fakinou (b. 1945) has part of her novel Astradeni selected, having as
its subject a girl's adventure when, due to economic reasois, her family
moves from the close-knit community in Symi, the Dodecanesean island,
to the urban, middle-class, consumer culture and life in Athens, which
gradually displaces the regional folk traditions and leaves people up-
rooted. Michel Fais's (b. 1957) piece "Autobiography of a Book" re-
gards the persecution and extermination of the Jewish community in the
Thracian town of Komotini during its occupation by the German Nazis.
The Cretan short story writer Manolis Xenekis (b. 1948), in his chronicle
"The Smile from the Abyss," narrates the holding in Crete, during its
Nazi occupation and massacres, of a funeral rite that was already
extant in the Homeric times, and in its current Christian practice is
called "triseniaftos," for it it usually held on the third anniversary of
somebody's death, or preferably on an All Souls Day, when the skull and
bones are picked up and washed with wine—an act of purification,
propitiation, and affectionate respect for a person's remembrance.

Of prominent significance and value in the selection are the texts
of the long-established, outstanding, and highly-reputed older writers,
most of them already deceased figures in modern Greek letters. The
late amazingly prolific, highly-reputed, internationally known and famous
Nikos Kazantzakis (1906-1957), the Cretan poet and novelist, a life-
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long passionate traveller himself, in his selected, highly autobiographical,
thoughtful, deeply-learned as well as lyrical "Pilgrimage through Greece,"
introductorily states that "Whoever journeys in Greece and has eyes to
see with and a mind to think with, journeys in an unbroken magical unity
from one spiritual victory to another. In Greece a person confirms the
fact that spirit is the continuation and flower of matter, and myth
the simple composite expression of the most positive reality." In
Peloponnese, where he visits Sparta, Mount Taygetus and Mistras, Ka-
zantzakis finds that they are haunted by the ever-present, "immortal and
untouched" figure of Helen of Troy, adding further that "Greece is
the filter that, with great struggle, refines brute into man, eastern
servitude into liberty, barbaric intoxication into sober rationality," a
statement that in its reference to "rationality," might have been ques-
tioned by the poet Odysseus Elytis.

Charming is the late distinguished novelist, of the 1930's genera-
tion, Mu Venezis's (1907-1973) shorty story, inspired by his visit to
Mycenae, where a mother shifts the flower placed by her son on the
grave of Agamemnon to that of Clytemnestra. Of the same author is,
in the selection, his impression of a visit to Lefkas, the Ionian island,
the birthplace of the illustrious poets Aristotelis Valaoritis (1824-1879)
and Angelos Sikelianos, which Venezis feels as eternally haunted by
their memory and verse.

We next come to the Nobel-laureate of 1963, the poet George
Seferis (1900-1971), whose essay on "Delphi" is a masterful, detailed
description of that illustrious ancient locale, the extraordinary beauty
of its landscape and surrounding mythically haunted nature, and its an-
cient monuments in their function and significance. He expands on the
meaning of its earlier name 'Pytho," derived from the fact that Apollo
left the chthonic serpent Python there to rot. This inspires Seferis to
brilliantly comment: "In such a fertlizer, the power of the god of har-
mony, of light, and of divination took root and grew. The myth may
mean that the dark forces are the yeast of light.... One would think
that if the landscape of Delphi vibrates with such an inner radiance, it
is because there is no corner of our land that has been so much kneaded
by chthonic powers and absolute light."

He next connects this myth, in its deep significance, with Oedipus's
tragic story, while proceeding further in his extensive description and
inspired commentary on Delphi.

In Odysseus Elytis (1911-1996), our second Nobel-laureate poet's
most significant essay "Funerary Epigrams" (referring to the inscriptions
on the funerary sculpture, has reliefs, and steles in Kerameikos), the
ancient cemetery of Athens, his essential opening states:

There are no clouds on the horizon of Greek death. A lim-
pidity does always allow us to discern the interior of a house
where life has stopped and, sometimes, through an opening,
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the little blue of Platonic immortality. Within a terrifying
calm, like the one that follows a thunderbolt. And upon a
stone. Where the departed one is assisted with the same solemn
sobriety by the present ones. It is as if intended to show how
difficult it is to cover, on both sides, the minimal distance
separating the one moment from the other, the one following
it, the one that transforms the order of the world.

As one sees, the inferences regarding the impact that
the loss of human life may have on the one end, that of
Tragedy, as well as on the other, that of philosophic thought,
in the world of the Greeks, are both overturned in front of
the sight of Kerameikos. Here, a feeling, which is neither
certainty as to the expected nor uncertainty as to the lost,
hovers and is arrested in time; a mere echo which before it is
manifest cancels itself out, leaving you listening to two things
at once, together and separately, the "We all equally travel to
the same false shores" and the "gathering the sacred flowers of
good living," to use the words of one and the same poet.
Something that has lived on in the demotic songs of the Greek
people down to our own day, without any form of Christian
disapproval having been able to alter. Forunately so because,
as everything shows, after Christ's teaching of humility, we
have grown more hardened and more egocentric.

This balanced mixture of sorrow for the loss and some feeling
of immortality is what Elytis found expressed and imparted by the art
and the inscriptions on it in Kerameikos. Even in death, life stays
triumphant.

Among the remaining authors, Eli Alexiou (1894-1988), who
played an active role in the Greek resistance to the Nazi occupation
during World War II, in her affectionate and moving, personal and
historical chronicle, The Fountain of Brahim Baba, relates what hap-
pened in Crete during the compulsory exchange and transfer of the
Turkish and Greek populations there in 1920. That was an act of pain-
ful deracination, particularly as far as the Turkish population there was
concerned. As conquerors, of course, they were established and had
long lived there, and had become dose friends with the Greeks, and
in their departing, the women particularly were accompanied by the
Greek women-friends, including Alexiou's mother, full of tears, down
to the ship. As the author states, "They held them by the arm or took
up the children in their embrace.... The final round of the ship's
whistle was accompanied by a sorrowful murmur and muffled sobs
and sighing."

Melpo Axioti (1906-1973), the author once of modernist novels
and chronicles in the socialist realist tradition, and expelled later to
Eastern Europe because of her Communist convictions (as the editor in-
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forms) describes in her chronide "My Home," this being the island
of Mykonos, her beloved homeland, the modern decline and desertion
of the once highly useful and cherished picturesque windmills used there
for grinding the island's wheat. She adds further, "But it is not only
you, mill, that they have harassed, making you grind without any wind.
There are also the Mykonos sailors and their boats. They want to take
them away from her."

Eva Vlami's (1920-1974) "Galaxidi: The Fame of a Maritime
Town," in her ethographic inclination chronicles the once flourishing
and prosperous port in the Corinthian Gulf, the origin of her family,
in its modern decline. The Thessalonikan writer Yorgos Ioannou (1927-
1985), in his chronicle "The Dogs of Seilth-Sou" derives his personal
account from an event in one of that city's neighborhoods where the
roosters that once used to awake them in the morning were replaced by
the barking of the German conquerors' police bloodhounds frightening
everyone. "The peacocks can still be heard at night, when the weather
is changing. Those are the only voices that reach us nowadays," but "all
exquisite things happen only in dreams nowadays. Oh, yes, The Magic
Flute—that was what Vilma used to sing."

I shall dose my survey with Thanassis Valtinos (b. 1932), from
Peloponnese, whose novels, short stories, plays, and film scripts have
earned him some international reputation as well as several awards.
His story "Panayotis" is the story of the historical and political events
in Greece from 1919 to 1973, a tumultuous period that that fellow
went through, as his country itself did. As the editor remarks in her
preface, Greece has always been under "great forces of change," with
"incoming waves of refugees, mass emigrations, decades of war, civil
strife, foreign occupations, and tourism's invasions," let alone the con-
stant political turbulence and convulsions.

In summary, I should say that the editor of this most valuable
volume, as well as her collaborators, deserve much praise, appreciation,
and thankfulness for what they have accomplished in terms of their
most carefully and expertly selecting the authors and texts included
in this volume. It is a considerably representative panorama of modern
Greek prose in its development and serves its intended purpose, that of
being a picturesque, literary as well as informative companion and guide
for the interested and curious traveller in Greece. It also abides with
what the editor calls the "strong feelings of allegiance" that "bind in-
tellectual works to the village, town, or region regarded as the real
homeland—what Greeks refer to as their topos. The strong connection
of literature to place will move anyone who recognizes Greece as a
modern country that continues to refashion itself."

—Andonis Decavalles
Distinguished Professor Emeritus
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ANTONIO VITTI, Giuseppe De Santis and Postwar Italian Cinema [Toronto
Italian Studies). Toronto: University of Toronto Press, Pp. 220.
$19.95, £15 (paperback), $55.00 £41 (bound).

In this stimulating book, Antonio Vitti looks at the cinematographic
and critical work of Vittorio De Santis (Fondi, 11 February 1917-Rome,
16 May 1997) as a textual unity. Vitti is concerned with the relation
between aesthetic choices and ideological content in the text and film
corpus of De Santis, a film director who began in the late thirties
as a short story writer and critic for the Italian journal Cinema and
made his film debut as an assistant director in Visconti's Ossessione in
1942. Thanks to the author's close cooperation with De Santis, the
director's personal archive was open to him. The book is based, there-
fore, not only on film close-readings but also on thorough use of De
Santis's writings on his own films, film reviews and the director's
responses to them.

Part I (A Biographical Profile, pp. 3-24) offers the biographical
background and presents a first glimpse into De Santis's thoughts on
the role of the intellectual and on popular culture through his writings
in Cinema. Part II (The Filmmaker and His Film Stories, pp. 27-141)
constitutes the core of the book and deals, in chapters 4 to 14, with the
whole body of film work in chronological order. In Part III (The
Working Classes Declassed, pp 145-162), Vitti discusses De Santis's
long silence since his last film Un apprezzato professionista di sicuro
avvenire (1972) and offers "some concluding considerations." The
rich photographic material, the detailed bibliography, and a complete
filmography make this book first of all a handy introduction to the
biography and work of one of the rather neglected but definitely im-
portant figures of Italian postwar cinema.

Vitti's is clearly an auteur-oriented approach that seeks the stylistic
particularities and the development of authorial creativity in the com-
plete opus. He engages only sporadically and briefly in the study of
other members of the porduction crew. Film reception is examined
through the reaction of film critics and the media in general, and there
is only quantitative information on the audience side. Vitti succeeds
particularly well in demonstrating that De Santis was intensely inter-
ested in reaching mass audiences through his work and creating culture
for them, so including some discussion of the effectiveness of strategies
through a spectator-oriented analysis and mass audience observation
would have enriched this theme.

Although this is a scholarly book, the author offers a readable
text accessible also to nonspecialists. This is important, as the subject
matter of relevance to cultural historians of the postwar period in
Europe in general, and, in particular, to those interested in the cultural
politics of leftist intellectuals in noncommunist-dominated countries.
For historians of postwar Greece there is additional interest in De Santis's
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struggle to produce artifacts for the broader public in the framework
of Italian verismo and its variation in film, neorealism. Significant dif-
ferences in both the structure of film production and the political
and social situation might discourage a comparative analysis. Still the
political discomfort created by shooting in destitute neighborhoods of
Rome for the film Roma, Ore 11 (p. 66), rings a bell to those familiar
with similar reactions of censors to the Greek films Magiki Polls (Nikos
Koundouros, 1954) and Synoikia to Oneiro (Alekos Alexandrakis, 1960),
that depicted the still existing barracks neighborhoods of a capital in
the process of modernization and were accused of providing a "false"
image of the country to foreigners. Moreover, there is a striking
similarity in the explicit ambitions to use narrative film as a medium
of national popular culture and in the different interpretations of the
appropriate images of the "national" and the "popular" defined by
critics, filmmakers, and party intellectuals and the way opinions criss-
crossed ideological camps. Andreotis's disapproval of neorealist films
because of the "erroneous view of the nature of Italy" they might
produce reminds us of similar censors' statement in Greece. Neither
did critical films and filmmakers—even when belonging to the left—
fare well with hard-line leftist critics who attacked what they con-
sidered cultural pessimism and lack of political commitment. It is suf-
ficient to remind the early reception of Magic City by leftist critics
to point out parallels with De Santis's not always easy relationship to the
Italian left worth studying.

The director's own testimony about the heavy burden of the social
realism maxim on communist artists is valuable in this context: "We
were all involved with socialist realism. All the Communist intellectuals
of the time were, and not only Communists ... Few of us were capable
of discerning that what was expected of us was part of a dictatorial,
tyrannical and oppressive undertaking.... I kept to a simple cinema
clear and understandable to all ... anyway, we were all conditioned by
socialist realism." (Vitti p. 55, quotation from Antonio Parisi, 11 cinema
die Giuseppe De Santis: Tra passione e ideologic. Roma: Cadmo
Editore, 1983, p. 73). Vitti argues that although De Santis did use
techniques of Russian social realist filmmaking, for example in Non
ea pace tra gli ulivi (1950), he did not abandon his own stylistic ex-
perimentation. Although not so clearly stated, one of the arguments of
the book is that later lack of interest in De Santis's work has its roots
in these harsh polemics from all sides of the Italian cultural politics
spectrum.

Vitti deals extensively with De Santis's theoretical approach to the
possibilities of film as a medium of national popular culture in his early
writings for Cinema and in his later articles, mostly answers to film
critics (De Santis was in constant dialogue with critics not only inside
Italy but also in other countries). The film readings also concentrate on
the way De Santis uses diverse film genres or even non-filmic forms of
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popular culture like the Neapolitan sceneggeata in Un marito per Anna
Zaccbeo (1953) to tackle social problems. De Santis combines the docu-
mentarist approach of early Neorealism with melodramatic story telling,
using sometimes as the starting point of his scenarios real-life events
like in Caccia tragica (1947) or in Roma, Ore 11 (1952).

Probably one of the most famous female characters of Italian if
not European postwar film, Silvana (Silvana Mangano) in Riso amaro
(1949) is only one of several portrayals of young women in their
struggle for emancipation between modern media and traditional fam-
ily values and patriarchal structures. Nevertheless, De Santis's rather
sensuous depiction of women characters led to negative criticism on the
use of the female body in his films.

According to Vitti, the decline of De Santis's popularity among
Italian film critics had to do among other things with his persistent
handling of themes about the working classes and the peasantry while
other filmmakers like Visconti in La Dolce Vita or Antonioni in
L'avventara (both 1959) turned their attention to the decadence of
opulence or the psychological dramas of the Italian middle classes.
Here a comparative examination of film critical discourse on filmmakers
that also started out during the first era of Neorealism to develop a
different type of popular cinema like comedy specialist Dino Risi
(also born in 1917) might have been fruitful and provided a con-
trastive discourse. But Vitti seems to share the critics' distaste for rosy
Neorealism, a "genre [in which) contrived story line and insistence
upon a happy ending pandered to the public desire for cinematic escape
and facile solutions to the social problems that the stories explored"
(p. 79), a view that clearly defies current film scholarship on the ways
in which popular culture without a directly formulated social message
might affect different spectator groups.

Vitti aptly demonstrates that the verdicts of film criticism on the
failing quality of late De Santis films are not always accurate and lie
heavily on the creation of a canon that includes certain aspects and
directors of neorealist film while excluding others. Even the fairly
balanced discussion of postwar Italian film by David Bordwell and
Kristin Thompson in their Film History (1993) mentions only very
briefly Bitter Rice ("depicts, somewhat sensationalistically, the exploita-
tion of young women ...") and Roma, One 11 and is slightly more
interested in the early critical writings of De Santis.

Although Vitti's film readings take film technique into account,
one wishes that he might have analyzed at least one or two films in-
corporating more elements of formalist analysis like the length of the
shots or editing preferences, or extended the type of comparative analysis
offered for scenes out of Italiani brava gente (1964) and the Dovzhenko
films Arsenal (1929) and Zemlya (1930) to other films too. With
the exception of some important comments on the use of dialect in
the early films, there is almost no direct citation of dialogue and
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scarcely any analysis of the ways in which text and image or music and
image interact.

These omissions do not reduce the enjoyable reading provided by
the book; on the contrary it is exactly the highly informative though
constantly fluid narrative that makes the reader wish that Vitti had
dealt with even more aspects of the work of his fascinating protagonist.

—Maria A. Stassinopoalost
University of Vienna

JILL Dusiscx, In a Different Place, Princeton: Princeton UP, 1997.

At the outset of In a Different Place, Jill Dubisch identifies post-
modernism and feminism as the "two major intellectual currents" that
have influenced and informed this work. Thus, the book is very much
in the mainstream of contemporary ethnography, not only in its post-
modern feminist treatment of the subject matter, but also in the subject
matter itself, as well as in the highly personal, reflexive style in which
it is written. Dubisch has selected a slightly unusual subject for an
ethnography—religious pilgrimage—and provides, along with a penetrat-
ing analysis of this phenomenon on the Greek island of Tinos, a
candid, albeit select, commentary on her own chronic pain, loneliness,
and other troubles endured during fieldwork. She explores the role
played by the Tinos shrine in the development of national identity
during the critical early years of Greek independence and traces the
history of pilgrimage there over the past century and a half. The
Tinos church is portrayed as a potent unifying symbol, cutting across
time and modern religious, political, and class differences, a durable
element of continuity in an otherwise discontinuous and disjointed
world. The result is a superb account of a rarely studied phenomenon
in which Dubisch manages to illuminate social, political, religious, and
personal aspects of the pilgrimage, and of the shrine that is its
object. Having some familiarity with the Tinos shrine and the pil-
grimage there, I can attest to the thoroughness of Dubisch's account
and the validity of her data and descriptions. Moreover, her analysis
is superb, reflecting her intimate knowledge of Tinos and her ex-
tensive command of the literature, as well as her insightful grasp of
the critical issues.

Although several of the ideas explored in the book have been
aired previously in published articles and papers delivered in profes-
sional venues, they are integrated in creative and comprehensive ways
that tie them together meaningfully. Moreover, Dubisch employs a
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writing style that is dear, straightforward, and highly accessible, de-
void of the obfuscating language and syntax that seem to be the hall-
marks of so much postmodernist writing. She thus demonstrates that
one can write a postmodernist book without resorting to language and
style that often obscure more than they reveal.

In Chapter 10, Dubisch takes issue with the conventional/ tradi-
tional analysis of the honor and shame syndrome in the Mediterranean.
Here, she tries valiantly to introduce a new paradigm based on an
"anthropology of the practice and performance of emotion," but falls
short of succeeding. The problem lies in that the examples of female
behavior she cites as contradicting a conventional analysis based on
the concepts of honor and shame are far from compelling and are
in fact clearly subject to conventional analysis. Her main examples
are the female pilgrims who crawl on their knees for several hundred
yards from the harbor of Tinos to the church, women mourning pub-
licly in Mani as reported by C. N. Seremetakis in The Last Word
(Chicago, 1991) , and "women who bullied their spouses, ran their
households (my emphasis) with a firm hand, and exhibited . . . self
confidence," all of which Dubisch characterizes as being incompatible
with traditional views of Greek women as meek and unassertive. Al-
though she discusses the idea of liminality rather extensively and con-
cedes that female pilgrims and mourners are often in liminal states,
she is a bit too dismissive of its significance, reluctant to admit that
women in a liminal space might be exempt from normal restraints on
their public behavior. And although she cites an article on women
in Islamic pilgrimage, she does not mention that Islamic women who
are veiled and secluded their entire lives must have their faces un-
covered throughout the duration of the haj, a fact that seems highly
relevant here and underscores the idea of liminality during pilgrimage.

Does the fact that some Greek women make a public spectacle of
themselves while making a pilgrimage or while mourning mean that
they are less passive and less dominated by their fathers and husbands?
And somehow a whole generation of anthropologists, both men and
women, have got it wrong ? Or is it possible that the unusual dr-
cumstances of these significant occasions, along with role reversals
during the Kalogeros ceremony in northern Greece and uncharacteristic
female behavior during various other rites (the Anastenaria come to
mind) , actually reinforce the traditional view of sex roles based on
the concepts of honor and shame and the conventional analysis of
them, these being, as it were, the exceptions that prove the rule?
Dubisch might have looked into whether the excessive and public
behavior of women at the Tinos shrine had the effect of enhancing
their families' honor, as the fulfillment of the pilgrimage by an
Islamic woman confers honor to her family and even entitles her to
affix an "honorific" to her name.

In her discussion of the Tinos shrine as "text," Dubisch states
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that "the shrine does not have the same meaning for me as it does
for other pilgrims" (180), a valid point perhaps, but one whose
logical extension she never fully explores. For it stems likely that the
shrine probably does not have the same meaning for all the "other
pilgrims" either, although this idea is implicit in Dubisch's general
discussion. She speculates on dfferent Western "readings" of the shrine
as text, but does not consider the multiple readings of the Greeks,
something that seems more germane to her ultimate goal than a con-
sideration of different Western views. Nor does she ever directly
address the fact that although the shrine must have different mean-
ings for those who come, there is surely some common element in
the experience that is shared by all who make the pilgrimage.

Throughout, Dubisch reminds the reader that she is not a believer
whereas the Orthodox pilgrims are, a distinction that has considerable
significance for her analysis, yet she never really considers what it
means to be a believer, content to take on faith the idea that those
who come to Tinos "believe." Had she probed this issue more deeply,
she might have found that the degree/nature of the pilgrims' faith
were not significantly greater/different than her own. For although
she creates a powerful metaphor between the Tinos pilgrimage and
her own experience as an anthropologist conducting fieldwork, she
continually makes a distinction between herself and the pilgrims and
her experiences and theirs, a distinction that does not seem as great
as she sometimes insists.

Despite an openness and almost confessional style, Dubisch is
somewhat less revealing about herself than she might have been. For
example, she discusses her own religious history, noting on page 59
that she converted to Judaism when she got married, but she neglects
to say what she converted from until page 108, when we learn that
she was raised as a sort of indifferent Protestant. Dubisch's extreme
reflexive approach raises other questions that she herself recognizes
(p. 255), and although she goes to great lengths to explain and justify
her personal revelations, in the end we are still left with a question.
If the ultimate goal of ethnography is to communicate something
about the people and culture studied, are our knowledge and under-
standing of the Tinos pilgrimage really enhanced by learning the
details of Dubisch's pain and loneliness? The answer to the questions
is both yes and no in that some readers will undoubtedly find this
information enlightening while others will not, which is perhaps as
it should be with a postmodernist work.

All quibbles aside, In a Different Place is an excellent book and
a very important one. It is the only ethnography of Orthodox pilgrimage,
and the general information on Greek Orthodoxy it contains exceeds
in quality and quantity that in any other ethnology of Greece. More-
over, Dubisch's artful contextualization of the Tinos phenomenon within
the larger anthropology of pilgrimage is enlightening and valuable.
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Her writing is highly evocative, capturing the sounds and smells, the
mood and atmosphere, of the Tinos pilgrimage. Moreover, the analysis
is first-rate. Dubisch's extensive fieldwork and observational skills have
enabled her to write with both authority and insight on a very
complex subject.

Dmo Sormoo, Farewell Anatolia. Translated by Fred A. Reed.
Athens: Kedros, 1991, 310 p.

Farewell Anatolia is by far Dido Soteriou's most popular novel.
Born in Smyrna on the Western coast of Turkey in 1914, Dido Soteriou
made a name for herself first in Greece and subsequently in Turkey
with this simple but profound account of the mirror histories of the
two nations. Originally published in 1962, Farewell Anatolia had no
misgivings about its bloody subject; it's a book about war and peace,
homelands and displacement, imprisonment and escape, prosperity and
devastation, despair and healing. Its original Greek title literally trans-
lates into "blood-drenched lands."

It is rather commendable that such a respected publishing house
like Kedros should market a series of modern Greek writers in Eng-
lish. The project is welcome and long overdue. Fred A. Reed's excel-
lent translation of Farewell Anatolia bears witness to his careful and
diligent work, which retains the graceful simplicity and gentle texture
of the original. A sensitivity to register is conveyed in the English
rather successfully and the bilingual context of the novel is con-
vincingly carried over in the translation.

The novel begins a few years before the First World War and,
though hardly a testimony in the strict sense of the word, bears the
marks and scars of personal experience, if not of Soteriou herself,
who was born in 1914, at least of the greater Greek community living
in western Anatolia, a population that was consequently displaced to
the Greek mainland after the devastating defeat of the Greek army
in 1922. Told in the first person, the novel conflates the experiences
of Manolis Axiotis, the narrator whose last name suggests Odyssean
resourcefulness and morals, with those of the Greek community at
large. The narrative begins with a brief lyrical sketch of Manolis's
childhood and quickly picks up in dramatic tone with the imminent
outbreak of the First World War. The affluence and industriousness
of the Greek community, the fertility of the Anatolian land, and the
peaceful coexistence of Greeks and Turks are all painted in soothing
yet secure and sensual strokes.

— Peter S. Allen
Department of Anthropology
Rhode Island College
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If paradise really exists, Kirkica, our village, was a little
corner of it. We lived dose to God, high up on a hillside
among forested mountains with the sea in the distance. As
far as the eye could see, the fertile valley of Ephesus stretched
out at our feet, thickly planted with fig and olive groves,
and fields of tobacco, cotton, wheat, corn and sesame; and
it was all ours.

The memory of the lost promised land and the conviction that
the good life is forever gone make even more poignant the profound
nostalgia of this novel. The fall from innocence with the war and
the unleashing of evil when Manolis, an Ottoman citizen but a Chris-
tian and thus Greek by ethnicity, is sent, for security reasons, along
with thousands of other Greeks, to the Anatolian hinterland in labor
camps to be kept there until the end of the conflict. Manolis's
itinerary, however, is not so linear. A series of adventures ranging
from disease, escape, arrest, a doomed love affair with a Turkish girl,
another escape and another arrest, imprisonment, all serve to map the
shared odyssey of the Greek population.

Manolis's tumultuous fate is weaved around and through the col-
lective suffering of his people, whose mirror image, yesterday's partner
and today's adversary, its Other and self, seems equally doomed, only
at different times and in different places. Thrust into the ring of
war, the two nations brace for a mortal embrace with equal fervor,
exchanging positions in a period of just a few years as the scales of
power are constantly shifted by forces far superior to both. "I was
in turmoil," says little Manolis as he remembers the particularly violent
and arbitrary temper of his father. "For the first time I'd encountered
the blindness of power. How could I have known then that my whole
life would be one long struggle against it ..." And thus the novel begins.

With the defeat of Turkey in the First World War, the Greek
population finds itself on the attack. Manolis joins the Greek army,
as the wheel completes another turn. After an attack on a Turkish
village, Manolis witnesses once again the blindness of power. Only now
it's his to wield:

Not even for an instance did it occur to us what we felt when
the Turkish soldiers barged into our houses for searches or
to arrest us. We forgot how just yesterday we accused the
Turks of behaving like animals. Now, war had put its bar-
barous weapon in our hands. We were the mighty!

The history of this century has evidenced the play of powers that
Farewell Anatolia recounts: The Second World War, the Greek civil
war, Korea, Vietnam, Cyprus, Lebanon, Yugoslavia. At a time when
terms like "ethnic cleansing" exemplify an Orwellian, that is efficient
and antiseptic, sense of the language of a future barbarism that can
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still be contained, Farewell Anatolia proves that both concept and
object existed long before the word, that is, long before we became
conscious of them, or rather became conscious of them again. In this
respect, Soteriou's novel brings to the forefront our current amnesia
of history, our collective denial of our former falls from grace; our
firm belief and necessary illusion that we are way beyond such primitive
barbarism to fear it. No wonder the events in Yugoslavia made no
sense! It's not that concentration camps are not allowed to have casinos.

If Soteriou's prose is overrun at times by the lyrical simplicity of
a faint sentimentalism and, if in her Marxist nostalgia for a prein-
dustrial utopia, no matter how imperfect, she succumbs to that most
compelling of myths, the myth of "the innocent people," it is be-
cause the gravity of the loss has meant for the Greek side the shudder-
ing of its imperial and great idea; the holocaust of its myth; the ship-
wreck of its Argo; the final return of the Golden Fleece to the
"barbarous" East. Such is the mythic language of this novel. It is,
of course, a novel with a position, a novel infused with an ideology
that aspires to see in engaged art the beacon and the avant-garde of
a progressive revolution. Thus, the failure of the national ideal gave
way to the belief in an international humanism.

The novel's mythopoesis, however, testifies to a particular leftist
position of the early '60s whose recourse to myth masked under its
tragic mode the profoundly disturbing realities of twentieth-century im-
perialism, German imperialism being the primary target here, dif-
fusing its potential for revolutionary action and rendering impotent
such rhetorical transformation that, politically, convert history into
myth. Read in a post-Cold War era, the novel attests to the various forms
of resistance to nationalist renditions of the 1922 disaster at a time
when the Greek left was still at the margins of political legitimacy.

The recent turmoil over the Macedonia affair and the subsequent
critique of the Greek government's policy by neohellenists in the
U.S. have, unfortunately, obscured the fact that Greece has been the
battleground for a significant number of progressive and liberating
movements, some more successful than others, whether they be aca-
demic, literary, musical, theatrical, or political, and that, under the
right circumstances, certain voices like Soteriou's can be and were per-
mitted to speak for us all. It is why a song like Denial from precisely
the same period can be an unofficial colloquial anthem for the Greeks.
In this epic that resembles the traditional songs of fallen cities, Soteriou
documents the flight of a people and relates an odyssey away from
home; an odyssey where Ithaca is Troy; an uncanny return home to
xenitia, to that state and place that is in Greek myth also the condi-
tion of death. Farewell Anatolia is the tragic tale of the fall of
Hellenism in Asia Minor.

® George Syrimis
Harvard University
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